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Young Wild West and Senor Santo
.OR,

THE BRIGANDS OF THE BORDER
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
SENOR SANTO I S BAFFLED.

In the extreme southwestern part of New Mexico, where
a half-square is formed as it joins old Mexico, is to be found
the range of mountains known as the Sierra Hacheta.
At the time of which we write, t:tiis particular spot was
one of the wildest and most unfrequented along the entire
border.
But one day some lucky prospectors struck it rich on
the east slope of the range, and none of them knew whether
they were upon American or. Mexican soil.
But it mattered little to them, since the gold dust was
panning out wonderfully.
In less than two months after the find others came to
the spot, and the result was that a regular trail, leading
~11 the way from Tombstone, was soon made.
t
This trail ran for the most part all the way along the
Mexican border, and it was not long before the gold-seekers,
who went that way, found dangers and difficulties ;resenting themselves in the shape of Mexican bandits, who
seemed to be content to prey upon the lucky miners who
were returning with their wealth, rather than dig for
the precious metal themselves.
It was a warm afternoon in mid-winter that we find a
rather handsome young man riding slowly alo'ng the trail
in a lonely part of the picturesque range.
He was a Mexican, and one of the sort wlio take great
pride in their wearing apparel; and who are quite common
in that part of the country.
His fancy attire was complete, from the wide-brimmed
sombrero clo wn t o tbe silver-plated spurs that were attached
to the high heels of his riding-boots.
The Mexican was well armed, for he carried a carbine of
American manufacture, a brace of revolvers and a huntingknife.

Strapped to the high pack saddle was a blanket and a
water bottle, which showed that the lone rider was prepared to go into camp anywhere and enjoy what comforts
were to be had from his blanket and the water he carried.
until he reached a town or mining camp where he might
find better accommodations.
The black mustache that adorned the horseman's upper
lip was waxed at the ends, while his face was clean-shaven.
This went to prove that he must have taken considerable
pride in his appearance, since there was nothing in the
way of a barber shop within miles of him.
The horse he rode was a fine-looking bay, and the saddle
and other trappings were of the fine st.
The Mexican appeared to be in no hurry, for his horse
was going at a walk. But he acted as though he was on
the watch for some one, for he kept glancing ahead almost
continually.
As the trail brought him to the mouth of a narrow ravine
he brought his horse to a halt, and shading his eyes with
his hand, peered straight ahead for the space of a second or
two, while at the same time he listened as though he expected to hear sounds.
Suddenly his face lighted up and then he stai:ted his
horse forward at a canter.
The horseman had detected the faint sounds made by
approaching horses, and it was evidently his intention to
hurry forward to meet them.
On through the ravine he rode, and when be had covered
a distance of perhaps two hundred yards he had the satisfaction of seeing four horsemen riding swiftly toward
him.
, They were all Mexicans, and .for .t he r.nost were attired
similarly to himself.
"They have come at last," he muttered, in Spanish, as
he smiled and shot a glance the way he had come. "I
feared they might be too late. But it's all right now.
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We will be in time to intercept the small party 0£ Americans who are on their way to dig £or Mexican gold. I£
it were not for the fact that there are three ladies with
them I would let them go on and get the gold. Then when
they came back I would take it from them. But as one
of the senoritas is very beautiful, and has completely won
my heart, though I had not long to gaze upon her, I have
changed my minc1. She must be the wife of Senor Santo,
the king of the Brigands oi' the Border. Ha ! ha ! ha !"
There was a musical ring to the villain's laugh, though to
have heard it one would 11ave been apt to think that there
was something cruel about it, after all.
Senor Santo, as he called himself, brought his horse
to a halt as the four Mexicans rode up, and when they
had saluted him in military style, he nodded and said:
"Well, you have got here, have you? I am very glad,
for we have some business on hand."
"Whicl1 way are they coming, senor?" one of the men
asked.
"From the west," was the reply.
"Have they plenty of money?"
"That I don't know. But there is a very beautiful girl
with them. There are two, in fact, and a young woman
who is the wife of one 0£ the party, I presume. I spied
upon them while they were resting at noon, and from
what I could hear them say t am satisfied of this. This
young woman's husband is a very tall American, typical
of his race. He' has long, dark hair and a mustache, and
he shows signs of having spent much of his time in the
mountains. He is really the only man belonging to the
party, for there are but two boys besides the ladies I have
mentioned and two of the Chinese race, who, no doubt,
are servants. They are well equipped, and from their
general appearance I would take it that they must have
plenty o:f money. I had scarcely looked upon one of the
American girls than it occurred to me that she would make
a splendid bride for me. You all know how many chances
I have had to take a beautiful wife. But never once have
1I felt inclined that way until I set eyes ori the fair senorita,
whose hair is of a beautiful golden color, and whose eyes
are as blue as the azure skies. Don't think it strange to
hear your leader talk this way, for there are times in
the lives of all men when they are captivated by a pair of
eyes of the opposite sex."
The four smiled at this, but the King of the Brigands
of the Border, as he had called himself, did not seem to be
offended in the least.
"How long before they will get here, Senor Santo?"
one of them asked, after a pause.
"Very soon, I think, though they could not travel nearly
as fast as I did, since their pack-horses !lre pretty well
loaded. I think we had beth~-· ride on to the end of the
Tavine and wait there for them. There are five of us,
and that will be quite enough to attend to this affair. I
suppose the rest of our band have had good luck, since they
were instructed by me just what to do when the party of
returning miners. came along. They must have settled accounts with them long before this, so after we have finished the work I lmve planned we will ride to the cave,
taking my intended bride with us, and meet them there."

The four nodded, just as though they had not the least
doubt thi\t it wguld turn out ex(l.Ctly as their leaqii1 planned.
Senor Santo g&ve the word~ and they all rqde through
the.ravine at an easy pace.
It was nearly three miles that they had to go before they
reached the end of it, an(l theIJ they oame to & halt among
the rocks, where a mountain stream tumbled from the cliffs
above and went on its wa.y, snake-like fashion, until it
was swallowed in the sands of the level stretch below.
It was certainly a fine place for an ambuscade, since
the Mexicans could lie behind the rocks and spring out
upon the unimspecting travelers as they reached the narrow mouth of the huge :fis~ure that ran tl}rq11gh ll portion
of the mquntain.
The brigands dismounted, and permitting one of them
to take charge of his horse, Senor Santo sat upon a rock
and coolly rolled a cigarette.
When he had lighted this and puffed away for a minute
or two in silence, he nodded to one of his men and said :
"Pedro, you had better ascend to the top of the cliff and
watch for them. They surely must come soon now."
"Si, senor," retorted the man addressed, speaking in
Spanish, and meaning that he agreed with him, and then
he quickly left'the .spot and proceeded to climb the cliff.
He had barely reached the top, from which he could
see quite a long distance back into the ravine, than he
waved his hat in triumph and then came hurrying down
to those waiting below.
"They are coming, Senor Santo!" he exclaimed. "Get
ready for them."
"Well, we haven't much to do in the way of getting
ready/' was the cool reply, as the brigand leader threw
!!-way his cigarette. "We must simply wait until they get
within a few yards of us, and then we will rush from
behind the rocks and surprise them. There will be no
need of shooting them, I think, for they will have no
chance to offer resistance. But if it should happen that
they do fire iit us we will kill all but the females of the ·
1
party."
The villains nodded and gripped their carbines to show
that they would not hesitate to obey the instructions of
their leader.
Crouching behind the rocks, their horses tied in a little
hollow behind them, the brigands waited for the approaching pa:i;ty.
It was not long before they could hear the hoofbeats
of the horses, and a few seconds later Senor Santo removed· his hat and peered from behind a rock.
He saw them, and an exultant smile let up his handsome
face.
Riding at the head of the little colu:qm were a boy and
girl, and as he looked at them, Senor Santo could not
help thinking that they were . a very handsome couple,
indeed.
The boy was attired in a fancy hunting-suit of buckskin,
and with a wealth of light chestnut hair hanging over his
shoulders, and a broad sombrero tipped back gTacefully
upon his head, he certainly made a handsome, not to say,
dashing appearance.
He was mounted upon a clean-limbed sorrel stal1foi1,
1
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Crack ! crack !
,
and the ease and grace with which he rode ~howed that
he was a master of the art of riding.
Two of them failed to reach the rocks in time and fell
The girl at his side wore a combination riding and to. the ground.
hunting suit of buckskin and som,e bright-colored material
The boy on the sorrel stallion had shown how quick he
that blended superbly.
could shoot, and how to find the mark, too.
Her golden hair was just enough in contrast with that
"Get back there!" he called out, and then .wheeling his
of her companion's to add to the picture.
horse around he rode back into the ravine, followed by
Her horse was a cream-white mustang of the pony type, his girl companion.
and she, too, showed how well used to the saddle she must
Senor Santo had not moved a foot from the spot, He
be.
stood there as though he had been dazed, and not until the
Behind these two came the tall man Senor Santo had party he had held up had disappeared from view did he
spoken of to his men, while at his side wa,<> a rather pretty come to his full senses.
young man of perhaps twenty-five. 1
He looked at his wrist and found it was only a slight
Following them closely was another boy and girl, all flesh wound, and then picking up the revolver that had
being attired in a fashion similar to the couple in the lead. dropped from his hand, he ran behind the rocks, wl1ere
Bringing up the rear were two typical Chinamen, who the two Mexicans who had escaped were huddled in fear.
were leading a pair of well-loaded pack-horses.
,
Then it was that a string of Spanish oaths came from
. Senor Santo took all this in in the short space of half the lips of the baffled brigand chief.
a minute.
His two companions listened, but did not venture to
Then he raised his hand for his companions to be ready. say a word.
Just as the boy and girl in the lead were about to emerge
"Caramba !" cried Santo, when he found they refrained
from the end of the defile the brigand leader spmng to his from speaking. "Why don't you say something? What
feet and, leveling a rE!Volver at the couple, called out:
does this mean, anyhow?"
I
"Halt!"
"The American boy was too quick for you, Senor S~nto,"
.At the same instant his companions sprang over the the nian called Pedro answered. "He shot as qmck as
rocks and pointed their carbines at the party.
lightning."
The boy and girl reined in their steeds instantly, though
"Did you see him shoot?'"
neither see~ed to be half as much surprised as Senor Santo
"I saw him shoot your pistol from your band."
.
•
thought they would be.
"But did he drop our two companions?"
"Hold up your hands !" called out the brigand leader,
"Yes, Senor Santo."
in a commanding voice, speaking in good English.
"Well, why didn't you shoot him?"
"What is the trouble, my friends?" the boy on the sorrel
Pedro hung his head. He was unable to give a satisstallion asked, as coolly as though it was nothing out of factory answer, ·he knew, so he said nothing.
the ordinary that was happening. "I reckon you must -The brigand leader flew into a terrible rage agai~, and
have made a mistake."
it looked for a minute or two as though he was gomg to
"Ha, h'a, ha!" Senor Santo laughed. "Are you a fool, wreak his spite upon bis two men by killing them .
boy? Don't you know that by pressing the trigger of this
But he soon quieted down, however, and then nodding
pistol I can send you to instant death?"
to Pedro, said :
"Well, you might do that all right, but I think you are
"Mount and ride to the cave and bring as many men as
only trying to frighten us. Just put your gun down and
there .axe there here. I will stay with Gonzales and watch
we'll talk it over. We are not to be so easily scared as
the mouth of the defile. Thj)y can never come out and
all this, you know."
pass us .alive, for we will shoott'them down from behind the
"You are a very cool hand, as you-Americans say," the
rocks here. Go, and come back as quickly as you can._ I
brig~nd retorted, the smile still showing on his face. "But
have sworn to make the beautiful American girl my bnde,
I think you will find out, presently, that your life is in and when Senor Santo swears to a thing he never goes
dano-er. You heard me order you to hold up your hands!
back on it. Away with you, Pedro."
No: do as I told you, or I will shoot you dead!"
Pedro acted as though he did not half like the idea .0£
"All right, senor. If you mean it, I suppose we will
leaving;
but no doubt he knew what would happen to lnm
have to obey."
.
if he dared to disobey, so he crept over to where the horses
As he said this the boy's left hand went up, his right
were and selecting his mount, led the animal alone: for a
following it.
short distance, and then swung himself into the •sadclle.
But the right only went up a short distance, and sud'As he galloped away and disappeare'd behind a big
. denly a sharp report sounded.
Senor Santo uttered a startled cry and dropped his re- pile of rocks, a hundred yards ~istant, Senor Sant? gave
a nod of satisfaction, and turnmg to Gonzales, his sole
volver.
companion
now, he exclaimed :
The blood was streaming from his wrist, too, and sur"If y0u fail to shoot the Americans when they attempt
prised as he was, he knew the bullet had grazed him.
His four companions were so startled that instead of to come through, I will shoot you! You lmow me, Gonopening fire on the travelers they turned and ran for the zales."
.
"I will do as you say, Senor Santo/' came the reply.
shelter of the rocks.

•
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They acted as cook and handy man for the party.

Five minutes passed, and then a stone came r attling
down the side. of the cliff behind them.
Instinctively, the eyes of the two villains turned that
way.
A sharp cry came from the lips of Gonzales, while Senor
Santo turn,ed as white as a sheet.
Standing on a narrow ledge that was not more than
twenty feet above them was the dashing-looking boy who
had baffled the bandits but a short time before !
CHAPTER I I.
YOUNG WILD WEST SHOWS UP IN TRUE FORM.

As we find them down near the Mexican border, our
hero and his companions were on one of their horseback
trips in search of excitement, adventure and fortune.
The fact that Young Wild West and his partners drew
big incomes from their mining interests in different parts
of the Wild West made it possible for them to go and come
when they pleased; and as they never felt quite at ease unless something in the way of danger threatened, and they
were in the open air, they chose to spend the greater part
of their time in riding from one place to another, where
civilization was in its infancy.
. Young Wild west had heard of the great strikes that
were being made in the Sierra Hac\leta Range, and he
decided to come down that way and make an investigation.
It was not so much for the purpose of striking a rich
gold mine as it was for the adventures that might be found
there.
The boy seemed to hove been born with a determination
to rout out all the
1ess characters he came across, and
his adventures wb/ engaged in that pastime, as it might
be called, had been many.
The thrilling escapes he had made ran up well into the
hundreds, but his coolness, good judgment and good luck
had brought him safely through them all, and he was
continually looking for more.

The reader has, of course, guessed who it was who had
succeeded in getting the best of Senor Santo.
It was no other' than Young Wild· West, the well-known
Boy Hero who was generally known as the Champion Deadshot of the West; and it is doubtful if any one living could
have succeeded in baffling the Mexicans as he had done.
His aim in life was to do all the good he could.
But it was all due to his wonderful coolness and presence of mind.
It was not the first time the boy had been placed in such
a positi~n , eo it was not strange that he displayed such
coolness when surprised' by the five scoundrels.
He was the sworn enemy of crooks and bad men.
The girl who had been riding at his side was his sweetheart, charming, golden-haired Arietta Murdock, a true
It was about ,the same with his two partners, and the
_..,..,-'-Western girl; and, like her dashing young lover, she had
girls, who had become so used fo that sort of life, did not
been quick to think and to act.
The result was that she turned her horse almost as mind the dangers they so often came in cont!).ct with.
Of course, there were times when they wished they were
quickly as the boy did, and they got back into the ravine anywhere but in the wilderness.
in a hurry.
But as they had always come safely ·out of the diffi- ,.
But it was really not necessary for tliem to. ~ove so
quickly, since Young Wild West had dropped two of the culties they fell into they soon forgot about them.
While our friends had heard of the band of. brigands
brigands, and the others showed no disposition to put up
a figh't just then.
that operated along the trail near the Mexican border,
As soon as they found themselves safely out of sight they had not been even thinking of them when the hold-up
of the three survivors of the attacking party, the boy ex- occurred.
claimed :
Thus it will be seen how cool and courageous Young Wild
"Well, that was quite a surprise, but I reckon it wasn't West really was.
all a one-si<ied one!"
Taken by surprise, he had quickly turned the tables
"I reckon it wasn't, Wilt," the tall man with the long on the five Mexicans, and had shot two of them after disblack hair and mustache answered, a grim smile on his arming their leader without receiving so much as a scratch
tanned and weather-beaten face.
or having a shot fired at him in return.
This was Cheyenne Charlie, the famous scout and In"I think I know just who that fellow is," the young
dian fighter, who took great pride in being called one of deadshot went on to say, as Cheyenne Charlie gave vent
Young Wild West's partners, though he was fully ten to his opinion. "He is Senor Santo, the terrible Brigand
years older than the boy.
of the Border. We heard all about him in Tombstone, you
The young woman who had been riding at his side when know, and· a fellow over there gave me a pretty good dethe hold-up was made was his wife, as Senor Santo had. scription of him. He said he was a very fancy-looking
auessed..
greaser and quite handsome. I had a good look at that
5
Her name was Anna, and as she had insisted on travel- fellow as he stood there covering me with his gun,, and I
in()'
about on horseback with her husband ' it ,was made reckon he is Senor Santo, all right.
Well, I wonder• how ..
0
•
•
possible for Arietta and the other girl of the party to ac- he feels now. No doubt he had an idea be was gomg to
company them, under her care.
have an easy thing with us. But I think he is satisfied
The latter was Eloise Gardner. She was the sweet- now that he made a big mistake."
1
heart of tbe other boy, wl10 was Jim' Dart, also a partner
"If he ain't satisfied you kin bet your life he will be j
of Young Wild West.
afore we git through with him, Wild," the scout answered, 1
The two Chinamen, who must not be forgotten, were quickly, showing how ready he was to tackle the brigands.
lilrothers, name_d :i op Wah and Wing Wah.
All hands were keeping their eyes toward the outlet

1
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"Well, my name is Young Wild West. Are you glad to
of the defile, though none of them had the least idea that
me?"
meet
them.
attack
to
through
come
would
villains
the
Senor Santo gave a violent start. It was plain that he
"It seems· rather strange that they should hold us up
on our way to the gold diggin's," Jim Dart observed, with had heard the name before.
'~You have got me dead to rights, as you Americans
a shrug of his shoulders. "According to the reports we've
received, they usually attack those who are going back ·say," be observed; after a pause, at the same time shrugging his shoulders and looking about him, helplessly.
,
well laden with gold dust."
"'7 ell, I' suppose they saw us coming, and thought they "What do you propose to do?"
"Well, if I did the right thing I would shoot you dead
might as well see what they could get from us," Young
Wild West answered, in his cool and easy way. "They and then drop your companion, but I don't like to do a
have found out, all right, and the chances are they wish thing like that, so I ai1t going to give you a chance. I will
they hadn't interfered with us. But if we are going on come down there and fight you."
"I don't want to. fight you," Santo answered, quickly.
through, I reckon it will be a good idea for me to climb
up to the cliff and see what they are doing. The rest of "I stopped you for the purpose of robbing you and I
you remain right where you are and keep a sharp watch." failed. .If you want to take me a prisoner, come and do
The boy quickly dismounted and selecting a place where so. But I tell you plainly that I will not be taken alive."
"Well, I don't know as it will make much difference
it would be quite easy for him to climb upward, he went
whether you are taken alive or dead. But just now I am
~ at it without delay.
Stron!S and athletic as he was'. it was .easy for h~m to not in the humor to take you. I am going to let you go,
make his way upward, and he did so without makrng a with the expectation of meeting you later bn. Of course,
· you will feel like having revenge upon me, and that is
.
sound, either.
he neared ~he top ?f the cliff he could see two of the J just what I l.ike. I am never happier than wh~n I know
I have got an enemy looking for me. But I will tell you
Mexicans crouclung behmd the rocki;;.
It happened that Pedro had already taken his departure. right now that no matter how you go about it, I will get you 1
q.
Wild, as our hero was called by his friends for short, in the end. Now, then, the best thing you can . do is to
\
was a little surprised when he saw there were but two of mount your horse. Your companion can do likewise, and
we will ride along with you until you find your friends.
them.
But when he happened to look over the level stretch 'I'hen if you feel disposed to do so, you ' can call them to. _ ,
and saw one of them riding swiftly away, he understood. C:ome out and rob us. How does that strike you, Senor .. -......._
"Ah!" he exclaimed, under his breath. "I reckon Senor Santo?"
, Santo has sent for help. They mean to get us. if they I "Caramba !"
1
The face of the villain was black with rage now, showcan . Well, I will soon show them how foolish they are for
inO' that the bantering way of the boy irritated him greatly.
thinking of such a thing."
Wild now looked for a way to get down from the ledge, 1
He crawled along until he reached' a ledge, and then
stepped lightl.v until he was almost directly over the hro and finding that he could do so by going a few yards further
along, !!tarted that way, but never once put down his gun.
.
briga~ds.
Reaching the ground below, he walked. up to the two
Seemg that they were not likely to look up very soon,
and motioned them to 'mount their horses at the
Mexicans
them.
he rolled a stone down toward
'
"How are you, Senor Santo?" he asked, cooll y, while same time saying :
"You heard wbat I ·ust tola ou, Senor Santo. Q-o
a smile played abo;1t ~is lips, as he noticed how startled
y
,, J
I
the leader 0£ the v1llarns was. "You have aent for help, h d d d
a ea an o as say.
· I see.''
Gonzales quickly made a move to go toward the horses.
"Hold on!" said our hero, sternly. "I reckon you will
Senor Ranto, who saw the deadly r evolver in the hand
of the boy, and knew that a slight pressure upon the both go together. I am not going to give you a chance
trigger would send a bullet through his heart, at first made fo take a sly shot at me, Mr. Greaser. I am not in th e
habit of doing things like that. I have met too many of
no reply.
But he ·was a pretty cool sort of man, and slowl y drawing himself to his full height, he gazed at the boy wi"tl1 your kind before, you see."
G6nzales stopped instantly and awaited further orders.
something like defiance, and sa1"d :
"Come on through, all of you!" Wild called out to his
"Are you ready to surrender?"
"Hardly l" and Young Wild West laughed. "I might companions. "I have got the two rascals dead to rights."
"Whoopee! whoopee! Wow! wow! Yip, yip, yip!"
ask you that question, though."
Cheyenne Charlie, and then he came riding out
shouted
hQ,ve
I
for
dead,
shot
be
"A word from me and you will
at a canter.
defile
the
plenty of men lying behind the rocks over there," said the of
right behind him, and then the girls came
was
Dart
Jim
brigand leader, bluffingly.
"All right, tell them to go ahead and shoot, Senor alqng, with the two Chinamen in th rear.
"Where's ther .other galoot, Wild?" the scout asked,
Santo."
"Caramba !" exclaimed the villain, finding that his ruse when he saw that there were but two there.
"Oh, Senor Santo· sent him for help, I suppose," was
would not work. "Who are you, boy?"
·the cool reply. "Just relieve thei;;e twq fellows of their
"Would you like to know?"
weapons. It will be safe, I think."
"Yes, you are a regular fiend. Who are you ?"

A:
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"Right yer are, Wild," and the scout was off his horse
'in a twinkling.
He quickly took the weapons from the two men, and as
Gonzales growled something in his own language as it
was done, he turned him around and seizing his collar,
quickly, administered a sound kick to him.
"There, you dog of a greaser! How do yel' like that?"
Gonzales hissed something that was untintelligible, so
Charlie gave him another kick that sent him sprawling.
"How about you?" he asked, turning to Senor Santo.
"Shall I muss you up a little, too?"
"You have me in your power, senor, so you can do as
you like,'' was the retort.
"Let him alone, Charlie," spoke up · our hero. "He
hates us enough as it is, so there is no use in ruffling
his :{eelings any further. Senor Santo bas found those
who are more than his match to-day, so that is quite enough
to make him feel down-hearted, I think."
The boy now turned to the two silent forms that lay
where they had dropped when he fired so quickly.
He saw that they were both stunned, and after looking
them. over he turned to the brigand leader and said:
"I suppose you will want to give these carcasses some
care, so you had better tie them upon the two extra horses
you have here. Go ahead and do it right away, for we
are in a hurry to get somewhere to camp for the night."
Senor Santo evidently qid not like to be ordered about
in that way. But there was no help for it, so he called his
companion, and the two did as they were directed.
N either Wild nor his partners offered to help them the
least bit, but waited patiently until the two were tied upon
the horses the men had ridden.
Then Wild nodded to the leader and said :
"Now, then, get on your own horse."
Gonzales did not have to be told to do this, and he was
in the saddle before the leader.
"Ride on ahead !" came the command from the boy.
"Remember what I told you. ,When you · get within call
of your friends; you can shout for them to come out and
tackle us, if you have a mind to. But the moment you do
this you will die, Senor Santo. That is something that
you must not forget."
There was no reply to this, and though he must have
been greatly crestfallen and humiliated, Senor Santo rode
along ahead of the party, leading one of the horses that
carried a brigand.
"Well, boys," said Young Wild West, nodding to his
partners, "I reckon we have got our hands full just now.
I suppose there will be some trouble in getting rid of these
two fellows."
"There wouldn't be much trouble about it if I had my
way,. Wild," Cheyenne Charlie answered, and he touched
his neck with his forefinger, significantly. "We've gC1t
plenty of rope, ain't we?"
· / "Yes, that's right, but it won't do to lynch them. That
is not in our line of business, Charlie."
• ·
"I know it ain't, but there's been lots of times when I
think it oughter be in our line, jest ther same."
"Well, we won't do anything like that just now. While
I was standing upon the ledge I made up my mind to let
Sen or S:mto go. I told him I felt sure that he would look

IforI alsorevenge,
and that means that we will meet him again.
told him that no matter what he ·did he would get
the worst of it. I feel satisfied that he will, too."
"If he don't he'll be ther first one, Wild," and the scout
smiled grimly as he spoke.
Anna and Eloise did not seem to be exactly at their ease,
though Arietta did not seem to mind the situation in the
least. •
·
She laughingly told them that it was only another little
adventure that had been added to the long list.
"If we came all the way down here without meeting the
Brigands of the Border, as they are called, we would not
feel satisfied, girls," Young Wild West's · sweetheart declared, laughingly. "Of course, we met them a little
sooner than we expected to. · But it's all the saml!."
"Isn't there a reward offered for ·the capture of Senor
Santo?" the scout's wife ventured to ask.
"Yes, I suppose there is, but we are not looking for a
reward, you know."
"Well, I think it would be just as well if Wild were to
tum them over to the authorities."
· "Yes, but where are the authorities? That is the question."
«well, there must be Mexican soldiers located along the
border-line somewhere."
"No doubt, and if we-should happen to come across them
just now, Wild would surely turn the prisoners over to
them. But I hardly think we will meet any Rurales, or
any one else very soon. You must remember that, · according to what we were told, we have nearly another day
to travel before we will reach the gold diggings."
"You have got that just right, Et," Young Wild West
spoke up, smiling at his golden-haired sweetheart. "It
is not likely that we will meet any one we could turn the
prisoners over to. We will just take them along until we
get close to where their headquarters are. I am satisfied
that we are going in the right direction, for the other
greaser went this way, and I can see the fresh hoof-prints
of his horse."
They rode along for about half an hour, and then Senor
Santo, who had been silent up to that time, turned his
head and fixing his gaze upon the handsome face of Young
Wild West, he said:
"Senor West, can't we come to an agreement?"
. "Well, what have you to offer?" the boy answered.
"You let me go free now and I promise you not to interfere with you or your friends again."
"Do you mean that, Senor Santo?"
"I am a gentleman and a man of my word."
"I doubt it very much, senor. But since you have made
the proposition I will agree to it. Go on. You are free
to go where you please."
"You have no use for the ' weapons you gathered from
us," and the brigand leader nodded at the two Chinamen, ,~
who bad taken possession of the carbines, revolvers and
knives that had belonged to the injured Mexicans, as
well as the two they had made prisoners.
"Well, no; we are pretty well fixed in that line. Ent I
reckon we had better keep them, just th e same."
"Just as you say, Senor West."
~Vild thought a moment. He was nqt one Lit afraid of
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anything the brigand chief might do. He really had no
use for the weapons, so .he decided to give them to. him.
"I suppose you would be satisfied if ·1 gave you what.
belonged to you and your greaser companion?" the boy
asked.
"I will be satisfied with anything that suits you," came
the reply.
"Well, I don't know just how :far we are from your
haunt, so I reckon you can take your weapons. Ride
back there and our Chinamen will give them to you."
Senor Santo took off his hat and made a poHte bow,.
just as though a great :favor had b.een bestowed upon him.
He turned the horse he had been leading over to Gonzales and rode back to the two Chinamen, who at once
allowed him to take what he wanted.
"Tliank you very mucli, "Senor West,'' he said, as he
rode back, his carbine slung over his shoulder and his
revolvers hanging :from his belt. Now I feel better. This
has been quite an adventure this afternoon. It is one
such as I never took part in before, and I never will forget
it as long as I live. But you Will find that I am a man
of homir. I have given you my word that I will never
interfere -With you again."
"Nor my companions, either?" added Wild, a twinkle in
his eyes.
"Nor your companions, either."
"All right, Senor Santo. I believe you are . telling a
liare-faced lie, but we will let it go at that. Now, then,
light out."
The brigand leader again doffed his hat and bowed.
Then he turned sharply to the right and entered a pass
that ran through among the rocks on the mountainside.
"Ab!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, suddenly, "that's
ther way ther other galoot went. I kin see ther tracks
of his horse. No wonder he stopped here, Wild."
"Well, that's all right, Charlie. We will keep right on
going, and we won't forget to keep a watch behind us, tbo.
Gome on."
Tliey all set out at a gallop now, and the spot where the
two brigands had disappeared was soon left behind them.
It must have been that they had been informed wrongly
as to the distance to the gold diggings, for in less than half
an hour after leaving the brigands they came in sight of a
mining camp that nestled in a litle valley a mile below
them.
"I reckon we've got here a day ahead of time, Wild," said
Cheyenne Charlie, as he nodded tow:ard the group of shanties and tents. ~'fJ.'hat galoot in Tombstone, who made out
that he kno~ed all about this part of ther country, was a
little off in his judgment as to ther time it took ter git here."
"He certainly was, Charlie," the young deadshot replied. "But it is all the better, for we'll stop at this
mining camp for a while and do a little brigand hunting.
- We will be quite handy to Senor Santo's hang-out, and
that will make it all the better."

They were not so sure that the brigands, as the lawless
band of villains called themselves, might not ride up and
attack them at any moment.
But nothing of the sort happened, and in a few minutes
they had reached the little valley and were riding toward
the group of shanties and tents that were located along
the bank of a shallow stream, which was fed by the melting
snow on the mountain tops.
Everything seemed to be brand-new, ·even to the tents,
which were remarkably white for miners' tents.
But the shanties had been nailed together in a hurry,
and some of them looked grotesque enough, since no such
tools as a level or square had been used in their construction.
But the camp itself was about like the general nm o:f
them, and Young Wild West and his :friends had been
to so many that it was not at all new to them.
Along the bank of the creek for over a mile men couid .
be seen working, though it was near quitting-time for tM
day when the young deadshot and his companions arrived.
"Wild," said Arietta, as they rode along the bank of
the creek toward a little bridge, so they might cross and
get into the camp proper, "some one in Tombstone told
you the name of this place I believe."
"Yes, Et,)t is Greaser Creek, unless we liave st:i:uck
another one that was not known to o'ur i·nformant."
"Oh, this must be the one, then. There was only one
mining camp down this way, so we heard."
"Well, we will soon find out. There's, the shanty hotel,
just the other side of the bridge. Like all of them we find
·
· .'
isn't it?"

"Yes, Wild, all such places look alike in small camps
like this. They build the shanties one story, and then
put up a false front to make them appear as though there
was an upstairs part to them. I can't understand why
they do that."
"Well, it is just to make a show, I sup,pose. But that
shanty hotel is quite a big one. It" must be fifty feet
in wi~th and over a hundred itl depth. But I suppose
the proprietor does lots of business, for gold-seekers have
been coming this way for the past month or two."
They rode across f!1e bridge, which was a rather rickety
affair, though quite strong enough to carry the horses, one
at a time.
If there had been no bridge there it would have been
easy for them to crosB the creek, since, as far as they could
see, the water was not deeper in any part of it than a foot
or two.
Hal£ a dozen loungers were sitting and standing in front
of the hotel, if such it could be called, while in the door
stood a portly, smooth-faced man, conspicuous in a blue
flannel shirt, the sleeves of which were rolled to bis elbows.
As our fi:iends rode 'up and came to a halt before the
hotel, according to their usual custom on entering minCHAPTER III.
ing camps, the individual stepped from the doorway, and
AT GREASER CREEK.
taking his pipe from his mouth, nodded pleasantly and
Young Wild West and his partners did not forget to called out:
"Hello, strangers! Jest come down from Tombstone,
keep a watch behind them as they rode down the crooked
I s'pose ?"
trail that led to the mining camp in the valley below.
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"That's right,'' Wild answered, as he dismounted and room £or yer; though I'm putty well filled up an' don't.
started toward him. "Is this place called Greaser Creek?" know what I kin do with ther .women folks,'' the pro"Sure as you're born it is, young feller. What do you prietor went on, shaking his head and looking as though he
think of it?"
was somewhat puzzled.
"Oh, it looks all right. How is the dust panning out
"Well, I reckon we won't stop with you," Wild answered.
here ?"
"We are so us~d to camping out that we won't mind it
"Fine,'' and the man nodded as though he was very ,now. We'll put up our tents along the bank of the creek
glad of it, too. "Everything is workin' lovely here. As somewhere, so we won't interfere with ally one, and stop
many as a dozen has got rich an' left for home. If we here for a few days, perhaps. You see, we have made up
ain't interfered with by ther Mexicans, we'll dig out many our minds to clean up this gang of brigands. As I just
millions of dust inside of a year, an' don't yer forgit it." ~aid, two of them went .under this afternoon."
"Why, is this land on Mexican territory?" Wild asked.
"Was Senor Santo with them?"
"Well, no one seems te·r know about that. Somebody
"Yes, he was with them, and -we took him a prisoner,
did ,say there was a monument right along here some place, but let him go when we got near his hiding-place."
that had been put up to show where ther line was. But
"Let hi~ go !"
it wasn't here when I got here, so I don't know nothin'
The hotelkeeper was astounded.
-about it."
"What did yer do that for YounO' Wild West?"
"I see. Probably the monument was destroyed, then."
"Well you see we had an' idea that Greaser Creek was
'"I don't know nothin' about that. It ain't none of my a great deal
'
' away than it was. If we had known
further
business, I s'pose."
.
it was so close by we would have certainly brought Sen~r
"No, of course not. You're here to make money in the Santo and the other greaser right here."
hotel business, and it is natural that you should want to
"Young feller, I don't believe you met Senor Santo any
be allowed to remain here."
more than I did."
"That's it. I've got a United States Government liIt was the man who had been whispering to his comcense, too, 'cause I think if it comes to a sbow-down, my panions who said this, and he took a step toward our hero
place will be found t<J be on American soil. But even if and looked at him boldly.
it ain't I'll manage ter git along all right. Ther boys
Wild sized him up quickly, and made up his mind that
around here will all back me, so let ther greasers come an' the fellow was a genuine ruffian, such as are so common
make trouble, if they want ter."
· at mining camps.
"Have tbeiy trioo to make trouble for you yet?"Re was a pretty big man, and looked as tliougli he would
"Not ther Mexican authorities, but there's a gang of
prove to be a formidable opponent in a fight.
!Jreasers what bangs along ther border what's makin' lots
But that was not bothering Young Wild West a bit.
of trouble for them what leaves here now an' then.. They
It never made any ~i:fference to him how big a man was
call themselves ther Brigands of tber Border. I s'pose ,they
or how strong he might be.
think prigand sounds a little better than bandits or comI£ he was insulted he would resent it as quickly as he
mon thieves. They've got a mighty smart galoot leadin'
would
if the insulter had been but a wizened-faced little
'em, too. He calls himself Senor Santo, an' he's got a
chap
with
scarcely any legs to stand upon.
way of disguisin' himself so be kin' go anywhere he wants
((So
you
don't believe we met Senor Santo, eh?" the boy
ter, an' no one knows wlio he is. It's been told to me that
asked,
in
his
cool and easy way.
he's been here lots of time, right in my place, too ; but no
one knowed who he was at ther time."
"No, I don't."
"Well, we happen to know something about Senor Santo,
"Did you ever meet hill).?"
,
boss. We met him a little over an hour ago."
"I have seen him a few times."
"What·! You met ther brigands, yer say?" .
."Are you an American?"
"Well, there ,were only four of them .when we met them.
"I sartinly am. I was l5orn in El Paso."
Two of them 'died rather suddenly, too."
"But you have got greaser blood in you, have you not?"
"Git out! Tell us all about it, young feller. But who
((That's none of your business, young feller. Don't
are yer, anyhow? I sorter think I know yer."
git too sassy or I'll smack yer over. I ain't in ther habit
· '(Well, maybe you can guess, then."
of bein' sassed by men, let alone boys."
((You're Young Wild. West, I'll bet."
"Is that so?"
((You have got that ]:ight, boss."
The young deadshot smiled as lie spoke, and then again
"I knowed it," and the landlord of the hotel nodded to looking the big fellow over, lie added:
the loungers in a triumphant sort 0£ way.
"What is your name?"
The loungers stared hard at the boy, and then looked the
"I don't k_now as that's any of your business, but I'll tell
rest of the party over with interest.
yer if yer want ter know. They call me Big Dan."
One o.f th em acted as though he did not take a great 1 "Yom name must be Daniel, then, and because yon are
deal of stock in any of t~em, and he whispe:i;ed something big they call you Big Dan. I understan
Well, Big Pan,
to the others.
I say that we met' Senor Santo and that we took him a
Wild r1id IJOt fail to notice this, and he realized right prisoi:ier, but let him go, because we did not have any
away that the fellow was in the humor to make trouble. idea that we were so close to a mining camp."
"If yer want ter stop at my hotel I'll try an' make\ "An' I say yer lie, if yer say that !"
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"My friend, I don't like to be called a liar, so you had
better take that back."
"I never took .nothin' back I ever said yet."
"Well, you ·are going to take it back, just the same, this
time. There is always a beginning, you know. Now, then,
if you don't apologize for calling me a liar, I am going to
thrash you."
"You thrash me! Ha, Jm, ha!" and the'bad man roared
with laughter.
True to his prinqiples, Wild started right in to make him
apologize.
.
His left fist shot out suddenly and caught the unsuspecting rascal between the eyes.
Big Dan's laughter turned to a cry of dismay, and he
staggered back, almost falling to the ground.
The rest of the loungers got out of the way in a hurry,
and looked astounded.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart <JUickly dismounted now
and took positions where they could watch1 the villain's
friends, and see that they did not interfere.
"Are you going to apologize?" Wild asked, as he stepped
after the staggering ruffian.
Big Dan uttered an oath and, gathering his muscles,
made a leap, swinging both fists as he did so.
But he might as well have tried to catch a butterfly as
to hit the agile boy before him.
Wild danced out of his way and then swung his right
hard, catching him behind the ear.
Down went the big man in a heap, for the blow had
temporarily stunned him.
The proprietor of the hotel had been startled at first,
·d
but he now gave an approving nod an d sa1 :
. "It's about time Big Dan met his match, Young Wild
West. Give it to' him good. It will make a better man
of him, 'cause he's been bullyin' everybody here for a long
time, an' he don't seem ter want ter do any work. All
he doereis to hang around my place all day an' wait for
some one ter treat him, or to git in a game of cards, so he
kin skin tber miners out of what they've made durin' ther
day. I ain't afraid of him, an' he knows it, so that's why
I'm tellin' you a little of his history."
·
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you drop dead. You started inter fight Young Wild West
with your fists. Now, go ahead an' do it."
"Never mind, Charlie. I reckon I can take care 0£
Big Dan," Wild interrupted. "You just keep quiet. So
long as no one else interferes there will be nothing for
you to do."
"All right, Wild," came the reply. ."Jest as you say."
Big Dan thought better of pulling his gun, but· he did
not offer to get upon his feet.
Wild waited till what he 'thought was a reasonable
length of time, and then he leaped forward quickly and
caught him by the collat of his shirt.
He gave a quick kick and lifted him at the same time,
and the result was that the vill ain got upon his feet with
amazing quickness.
"Now, then," said the young deadshot, as he gave him
a push and let go his collar, "are you ready to apologize
for calling me a liar?"
There was something about the way the boy looked at
him that must have told Big Dan that he stood no show
with him.
He shrugged his shoulders and shook his head, and then
he answered, slowly :
"Well, I might have made a mistake. Maybe yer did
meet Senor Santo.1'
"Well, I did meet him, and I .shot two of his gang, too,
as you will learn later on. But that is not the thing.
I said I was going to make you apologize for calling me a
liar. Now, then, are you going to do it?"
"Yes, I'm mighty sorry I said that."
" All right, that satisfies me . . Now, then, whenever you ,
feel like getting square with me, just say the word. You
will find me always ready to fight in any way at all. It
makes no difference whether it is a stand-up fight with fists
or whether guns and knives are used. Yoit . ill always
find me ready, Big Dan."
"All right, I'll rem ember that, Young Wild West,"
and so saying, the defeated ruffian walked away from the
place.

A couple of the loungers foll~wed him, no doubt to extend their sympathy. But the rest remained where they
Whether the bad man heard this or not it is hard to tell. were, and looked at the bad man's conqueror in silent adAnyhow, he did not appear to, for he lay upon the ground, miration.
twisting about and acting as though he was trying to get up
and was unable to do so.
"Well, this .does beat all!" declared · the hotelkeeper.
Wild stood over him, and finally he arose to a sitting "Shake hands, Young Wild West. My name is Bill Riley,
an' I've been· through ther mill. . But I've never seen a
posture.
man handled that way afore. You sartinly did te.ke .ther
"Who hit me from behind?" he roared, looking about starch out of Big Dan, an' no mistake. I reckon he'll
him savagely.
•
never forgit you as long as he lives."
"I did,'' the young deadshot replied.
"Probably not. But I have an idea he will be looking
"Yer lie! yer didn't. Some one else done it. • I was for revenge before long. If he does, he will get more
~ after you, an' one of your pards lifted me behind ther than he wants, I can tell you."
ear with .a club or somethin'."
'
Wild then told the story of how they had met the four
"Here's what lifted you,'' the boy said, as he showed his brigands on the mountain trail, after which he asked Bill
clenched st. "Just get up and I'll show you just exactly Riley if he thought there would be any objections if they
how I did it."
went into camp a hundred yards down the creek.
The villain had recovered himself sufficiently to know
"None at all," was the reply. "There ain't no one as
what was going on now, and he made a grab for his gun. has staked claims out in that direction. They all went fur" Hold on, there!" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "You ther up, where there's more dust to be found. You go
pull that gun an' it will be ther last thing you'll do afore ahead an' stop anywhere you please. You have got a friend
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in me, Young Wild West, so you needn't be afraid that
Big Dan will git a gang together an' wipe you out."
"Oh, we are not the least afraid of anythin"'
like that
0
happening," and the boy laughed lightly.
After a few more words l}ad been exchanged our friends
started down the creek, .and finding a place that would just
suit them, they came to a halt, and the two Chinamen
began unloading the pack-horses.
CHAPTER IV.
READY FOR A GA¥E OF DRAW POKER.

By the time the camp was put in shape the sun was setting.
The miners could be seen returning from their work,
but Young Wild West and his friends remained right
where they were. .
·
What they wanted now was their supper, .for they all had
good appetites, as might be supposed.
·
Wing Wah, .the cook, ltad started a fire as soon as the
tents were erected, while Hop Wah had seen to it that the
h?rses were taken care of and placed where they could
nibble at the short grass and drink from the brook when
they :felt disposed.
. The scout's :Wife assisted the cook in pr~paring the evemng .meal, as it was getting rather late, and it was nece&sary to hurry matters a little.
The result was that it was not long before they were all
sitting down to a supper of broiled partridges, venison
and baked potatoes, with hot muffins and coffee to help
along.
Young Wild West and his friends always lived pretty
well,. ~or they saw to it that they carried a good supply of
prov1s10ns, and as game was generally plentiful where they
traveled, they got their share of it, though they never shot
any more th.Im they needed.
It was aark by the. time supper was finished, and the
iight from the campfire lit up the surroundings sufficiently
to enable them to see tlie approach of any one.
"Well, boys,"'.said the young deadshot, nodding to his
two partners, "I 1:feel just in the humor to smoke a cigar.
Suppose we take a walk over to the hotel and buy some?"
"I was jest goin' ter light my pipe, but :r reckon a cigar
will go all right now," Cheyenne Charlie answered.
"Well, I don't smoke a great deal, but I think I'd enJOY
one just now," Jim Dart spoke up. "I reckon the girls
·
will be all right here :for awhile."
"Oh, yes,'; Arietta spoke up. "We are so clo3e to the
shanties that I hardly th~nk we need fear any danger: It
isn't likely Big Dan will come here to bother us. If he does
I think we'll be able to take care of him."
Our hero smiled, for he knew quite well that Arietta
was quite capable of taking care of any ruffian who might
try to make trouble.
She could shoot as well as the average ,cowboy, and she
was not lacking in courage.
/
Our 'hero and· his partners had no , ~ooner taken their
departure from the camp than Hop "Wah sneaked quietly
off through the darkness.
Hop was often called Young Wild West's Clever Chinee, and this was because he was an exception to the general run of his race.
·
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He was, in :fact, a very clever magician, and fond of practical joking.
·
.
But he had failings, of course, and one of them was that
lle was a little too fond of whiskey, which he called tanglefoot.
Another was that he was a gambler, and ·h e was neve~
better satisfied than when he was sitting in a game of
poker, pl aying against card sharps, who won their money
through cheating.
Hop always had as- much as a thousand dollars on his
person at one time, and often three times that amount.
It was. his intention to go to the hotel, too, for he knew
all about the ways of the inhabitants of the mining camps, ·
and if a game of draw poker could not be found there he
would be Sl1rprised, indeed.
He did not follow the three, but went on around to the
rear of the Jiotel building, and as he entered and made his
way to the barroom he .;was just in time to see Wild and his ,,..___
partners come 'in by the front door.
There was perhaps a score of Tough-looking men gathered there, for they had eaten their supper and had come
to the barroom to spend the evening, as they were in the
habit of doing.
But there was really no other place for them to go, so it
was not strange.
)
·
They worked hard during the day, and must have some
sort of recreation in the evening.
"There's that heathen galoot, Wild," Cheyenne· Charlie
said, as he caught sight of Hop as he made his way to the
little bar that was situated in one corner of the big room.
"Well, I am -not surprised to see him here, Charlie,"
was the reply. "You know what Hop is, so what is the
use of trying to prevent him :from having his tanglefoot ?"
"There ain't no use, Wild. But jest see how he done it.
He waited till we started, an' then he sneaked around in
a hurry an' come in by ther back way. Why didn't he
come right along with us an' have done with it?"
"Well, if he had done that you w~uldn't have !?ad any·
thing to talk about. He knows that, Charlie."
"Yes, I know he does, ther heathen galoot. He thi,nks
himself mighty smart. He's all ther time tryin' ter do
somethin' ter make me mad."
"Well, that's' all riglit. You know very well that you
think a whole lot of him."
"You kin bet your life I do. But why wouldn't I?
Ain't he more than once saved my life? That's what "'ives
him his hold with all of us. He kin do putty near :s he
pleases, an' we don't feel as though we oughter say anything ag'in him.",
"You havee lillee dlink, Misler Charlie?" the Chinaman
.called qut just then, as if he knew he was the ·subject of the
conversation.
"No, you yaller galoot. I don't want ter drink with •
yer," was the retort.
"A~lee light, Misler Charlie. Me no care. Me velly
smartee Chinee."
By this time nearly every man in the room was looking
at the newcomers.
·
But when they heard the Chinaman talking so glibly in
his pigeon-English, more than one smile could be seen
on the faces of the miners.
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It happened that Hop and Wing were the first China- an' any one is welcome ter join in, even if it's ther smart
men to strike Greaser Creek, though the race was com- Chinee," one of them said, by wa;y of a challenge.
mon enough to every man there.
Wild said nothing to this, for he knew it would be use·
"That Chinee of yours is a mighty, good talker, Young less to do so.
..
Wild West,''. Bill Riley called out, as he finished waiting
Hop looked at him, questioningly, but the boy turned
on flOme customers. "He don't seem ter be much like ther his head, so taking it for granted that he would be permitted to take a hand in the game, the clever Chinee walked
ordinary heathens I've seen."
"Well, he isn't, either, Mr. Riley," Wild answered. slowly to the table, and, pulling up a chair, sat down.
"Since you have ·spoken about it, I may as well tell you
"Me likee play um :fivee-handee gamee, so be," he said.
right now that Hop wah is a very clever card sharp.
At this juncture a man crawled through a window near
Those who hear me will understand by what I say that it at hand and stepped rather timidly toward the table.
It was Big Dan.
isn't safe to play poker with him, because he can cheat
"If nobody ain't got any objections, I'd like ter take ff"
without being detected, and that means that he is generally a sure winner every time be plays."
_hand in this game,'' he said, looking at Young Wild West
"Whattee mattee, Misler Wild?" Hop asked; in an in- and bi~ partners . as ~houg~ be expected they might have
jured tone of voice as he stepped over closer to our hero. somethmg to say agamst him.
"Well never mind :Hop It seems to me that there
"Hello, Big Dan!" our hero called out, as he stepped
'
'
.
t
. t sai'd ?"
are a lot of honest, good-natured men here, and I wanted o~ar,db'im.. "What' s th at 7ou JUS
· .
.
ip warn them not t pla poker with you that's all H I
Its all nght, Young Wild West. You licked me £.all'
hear tell of you :fiee~ing ~ny one unless it' is some o~e who an' square, an' I ain't got nothin' ag'in yer. I jest said
is trying to cheat you I will make you give back the money that if no .one objected I would lik.e ter play in this here
you win. Just bear that in mind."
game of poker." .•
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me no cheatee. Me velly
"Well, if you can't play poker any. be.tt;; than you can
goodee Chinee "
fight you had better not take a hand m it.
"That's all right. I never learned how to fight with
.
·
.
So saymg, the cle~er ~hin:e swa11owed t~e content~ of my fists, but I reckon I've learned how ter play poker."
"All · ht th
G ah d I
't 'nt f e ·th
the glass he was holdmg m his hand at the tune, and then
·1 d bl dl t th
d
ng , en.
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won i er er w1
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e
crow
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Dan was conspicuous by his absence.
I
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I
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·
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· am gom er a e a no ion er s oo no o y.
ave some cigars, r. i ey, e sa1 o e pro- · 't th t
t f
I · 't"
· t e· s "Th
b
.
. .
d am;
a sor o a man, am .
pne or.
e est y,ou have m the house is none too goo
Some of the b standers laughed at this which told
Y
'
- for us"
·
plainly what they thought of the bad man who had been
" Well, I've got ther best I kin git for good money, Young bullying every one about previous to this time.
'
Wild West. I hope they'll suit yer. · I've got mighty good
But Big Dan swallowed his wrath, if he had any just
whiskey, too."
then, and took it good-naturedly.
He seemed very anxious to play cards, so he pulled up
"Well, I never use anything like that, so it makes no
his chair and made the fifth one at the table.
\
difference to me whether it is good or bad.' 1
"Yer don't drink nothin' strong, then?"
Our hero and his partners had watched Hop so many
"No, and neither does Jim. Charlie takes a drop once times when he sat in a poker game that"it was hardly of
in awhile, for his stomach's sake,. so he says, though I any interest to .them now.
reckon he would be just as well off without it."
But since they knew be could deceive about any one he
"We11, since you speak about it, I reckon I'll take a met in that kind of a game, they watched to see what would
. little drop now, Wild,'' and the scout grinned broadly, as happen now.
Of course, it would be the same old thing.
though he thought it a good joke.
They all had what they wanted, and Wild paid the bill,
Hop would get all the money if the game went far
not :forgetting to ask the proprietor to take something enough.
himself.
Bill Riley produced a n_ew pack of cards and brought
Hop came in for the round, too, far he had a way of forth a big pile of chips that were red, white and blue in
never getting left, when the least chance afforded to drop color.
m.
"I'm ther banker," he said, "an' every time a pot is won
What Wild had said about the Chinaman playing poker a blue chip goes into ther kitty. I ain't furnishin' cards
_ had created no little interest among the miners present. an' tables an' chairs for my hea.Jth, yer know. Ther blue
As was· usually the case, nearly all of them had a fond- chips is a dollar apiece. Ther red ones is five dollars, an'
ness for gambling.
..,
.
ther white ones is twenty-five cents. 'That's ther only
In spite of the warning they had received, three of them 1way we play here; an' ther rules of ther hou~e bas got to
got together at one side of the room, and after no little be abided by."
whispering, they went to a table and sat down, at the same
"Allee light, Misler Liley," Hop answered, blandly, for
time calling out to the landlord to fetch them a new pack be remembered the man's name quite well, since he had
of cards.
heard him tell it to Wild. "Me takee fivee bundled dollee
"We're goin' to have a little game for an hour ·or two, worth of um chips, so be."

...
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"Whew!" exclaimed one of the miners, half rising and formed, since it was located in a cav J that would be diffilooking at the Chinaman in amazement. "What do yer cult to discover by any one, no matt€ r how persistent they
think this game is goin' ter be? We jest set down here might be in searching for it.
ter pass ther time :;iway. We don't expect ter git ?way
The entrance to the cave was from a narrow pass, where
up in ther hundreds. Ther way we generally play is that the rocks ran up perpendicular on either side.
each man buys about fifty dollars' worth of chips, and
The mouth of this was not more than six feet in width,
then make a freeze-out o.f it. As soon as a man loses his and but one horseman could ride through at a time. '
chips he drops out of ther game, an' so on until there's
Here it was that a fl.at piece of rock had been arranged
only two left. Of course. one is apt ter git all ther money so it could be dropped down from the inside by simply
by playin' that way, hut it makes ther game last a long moving a long, stout stick which acted as a lever in pW.cing
time, an' gives them what drops out a chance ter start the stone door in position again.
another game at anoth er table."
Sometimes this was left open all day long, and the two
"Allee light. Me buy um hundled dollee worth of um brigands found it so when they reacJ;ied it now.
chips, len."
Senor Santo rode through first, and as soon as Gon"Well, I'll go a hundred, but it's goin' ter be a· game zales had followed he dismounted and ran to the lever to
of freeze-out, understand."
raise the rock so that the mouth of the narrow pass could
"Allee light. Anythling suitee me. Me allee samee be effectually bidden.
likee um Melican sportee. Hip hi ! hoolay ! Me um bully
There was no way to track them there, since for a dis- .
boy with us glassee eye."
tance of two or three hundred yards there was not~ing
The rest were satisfied to purchase a .hundred dollars' but rock to ride or walk upon.
,
worth of chips, so they all did eo. ·
. "That is right, Gonzales," said the leader, speaking in
Bill Riley was satisfied, too, for he knew ho would his own tongue as he nodded his approval to what his
make ten or fifteen per cent. in the game, if not a great man Clid. "We must not give them a chance to trace us
deal more.
here. Not that I think we have been followed, but just
The cards were shu:ffl.ed, and just as the cut for deal was as a precaution, that is all."
half made a rather roughly attired man, co!).spicuous in a
Gonzales nodded, and after leaving the horses with the
slouch hat and bl11ck beard, entered the place.
bodies of the two men who had been shot, inside, he hasHe looked sharply around the room and then approached tened to close the entrance of the cave."
the card-tal)le.
·
Then he took his own horse by the bridle and walked
"Can't we make a-dis a six-hande,d game, ~enors.?" he l along through the pass until the mouth of the cave was
asked. ·
reached.
Young Wild West gave a sta:t. He had heard that voice
rt was a rather wide mouth, and the natural ceiling was
before, so he stepyed up a little closer and looked the amply high enough to permit Senor Santo to ride on inside. ·
str.anger squarely m th e face. .
. 1 Once there, he dismounted, and then two or three ras"You want to play, too, senor?" came the query.
cally looki:qg greasers came from an inner cave and greeted
"No," was the reply. "I don't care about it just now. him with cries of welcome, while they bowed as though he
But I reckon they will take you i~ the game."
were a member of a royal family.
"He's · weli;ome, of course," Big Dan spoke up, looking
"Well, my brave men, did you su:ceed ?" the villain
at our hero as though he felt uneasy about something. asked.
Hop was, of course, agreeable, so the re s~nodded assent,
"Yes," came the reply. "We have gathered in some bags
an~ the ~~ran?er promptly flat clown .
.
of gold-dust to the value of several thousands of dollars. "
, Boys, said our hero, as he stepped back to his part"Good! I am glad you had such luck. Was there any
ners~ "if r. am no~ mistaken , ~hat f~llow is Senor Santo. :fighting done?'?
Now you Just wait. Somethmg will happen before he
"No Senor Santo. We took them by surprise."
leaves here, and you can btt on it."
"I a~ glad to bear that. You had much better luck than
we had. We are two less in number now."
This declaration surprised those who had come out to
CHAPTER V.
meet the leader, and there was a rush.from the inner cave,
SENOR SANTO SHO·WS HIS BOLDNESS.
and more came, making the number all told about fifteen.
'
Senor Santo and his· man Gonza.Ies felt much relieved
Turning his horse over to the Mexican who had been
when they were permitted to go on their way.
lucky enough to escape with him, he walked back into the
The brigand leader would no doubt have liked very living quarters of the band.
much to have shot the dashing young fellow who had
Once here he threw off his .fancy coat and hat and took
baffled him when be got to a safe place behind the rocks. a seat upon the best chair the p ace afforded.
But he was altogether too thoughtful to do a thing like
No questions were asked, but !].,11 save Gonzales, who was
that, for he ,knew it would surely mean his own death attending to the two horses, stood around him, expectantly.
before he could make his escape.
"Boys,'' said the leader, as he calmly proceeded to roll a
So he contented himsel£ with riding along straight for cigarette, "when Gonzal~s comes in be will tell you all
his rendezvous, which, as our friends had supposed, was about it. I would rather he would do it, for it would pain
bnt a short distance from the trail.
me to relate the humiliation and defeat I met with but a
· It was quite a secure headquarters the brigands had short time ago." •
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Then a rush was made outside, and while the brigands
Two of the men flew to do his bidding, which told plainly
plied Gonzales with questions, Senor Santo calmly puffed how well he had them disciplined.
away at his cigarette.
·
The wine was brought, and while Senor Santo was tastIn a few minutes they all returned to the cave, fol- ing it a noise in the outer ,cave told them that some one
lowed by Gonzales.
had arrived.
It was not until then that the leader looked the men over· The man who usually attended to the entrance when
carefully.
it was closed, ran out and, quickly returning again, reported
"Where is Pedro?" he asked, suddenly. "Did be not that Pedro had arrived, and that bis horse was so lame
come to tell you that you were needed?"
that he had been compelled to lead it a long way.
"He has not been here since he left this afternoon with
"Ah! that explains it,'' Senor Santo said. "Now I
know why he failed to get here and tell you bow much
Gonzales and the others,'' one of them replied .
"That is strange," and the brigand leader shrugged his you were needed."
shoulders and looked slightly uneasy. "Something must
Pedro soon came in, and he looked much surprised at seehave happened to him. I was in hopes that we would meet ing his leader there.
you all corning along the trail. If we bad there wou.ld have
"You didn't wait, Senor Santo?" he said, bowing to
been a fight, for those who captured us are skilled in the art. the brigand chief.
They are very crafty, too, or they never would have got
"No, Pedr~. I was not allowed to wait."
"Not· allowed?."
the best of us the way they did."
"Gonzales has told us all. It was the doings of a young
"No. Much as I hate to say it, l ' was captured, and
American, so he says."
humiliated greatly. But ask Gonzales. He Will tell you
"Yes, he was responsible for it all. He has told you that all about it."
th~s boy is called Young Wild West?"
· Gonzales was there ready to give the information, and
"Yes, and it is not the first time we have. heard of him, when he had learned how it was that the two had arrived
as you know, Senor .Santo."
at the headquarters ahead of him, Pedro shook. his head
"Oh? no. The fame of the American boy has spread and exclaimed:
all over this part of the country. He is counted as being
"This is the first time you were ever defeated, Senor
the champion deadshot of his country. He certainly can Santo! It pains me sorely to hea.r this. We have lost two
shoot, as my wounded wrist will tell."
men , too, which is bad for us."
.
He held up his bandaged wrist, for lie had bound it
"Well, we are not going to cry over it, Pedro. Don't
with his handkerchief long before this, and then he fear but that we will have our revenge. But what delayed
scowled.
you ?"
"The wound is nothing," he went on, shaking bis head.
"Oh, I ha.ve not told you yet. When I ~as less than
"But it hurt me to think that I could have a revolver shot half a mile from where I left you, my horse stumbled and
from my hand in that way. ' And just at the very time when fell. It took me a long time to get him on his feet again,
I thought I •was going to have ·everything ·as I wanted it. and at first I thought his IJi.ght leg was broken. When I
But Gonzales told you that I gave my promise not to -in- did get him up I found he was so lame that I could not
terefere with Young Wild West or his friends again, did ride him, so I have been forced to walk all the way, and
he not?"
lead him along at a very slow pace. I was off the trail
"Yes, Senor1Santo."
at the time, for I started to make a short cut here. It
"Well, you know how much that promise amounts to, seems that y:ou got here ahead of me."
-0f course."
"Yes, that is indeed true. Well, you did the best you
The villain laughed lightly.
could, so I am not holding you to blame. If you had re"We understand, senor."
mained, I suppose you would have been made a prisoner,
"It amounts to not!iing more than the blowing of the too, and we would all be here now just the same, for Young
, wind," the leader resumed. "Sometimes it is necessary to Wild West did not seem to care about keeping us prisoners.
make promises you don't intend to keep. It surely was This was, no doubt, due to the fact that he was not aware
necessary when I did it a little while ago. I suppose Young that he was so close to the mining camp. But even if he
Wild West bas .gone on to Greaser Creek, as the Amerigan had taken us there I would have found a way to escape."
dogs have named the mining camp. If ihe bas I expect to
"It is much better the way it has tu'rned out, though,"
see him there to-night, for I intend to go to the camp." Pedro declared, shaking his head.
"Will it not be a great risk, Senor Santo?" one oi his
"Probably it is."
men asked, gravely. "You say this American boy is far
The first portion of t~e supper that was being prepared
more clever than the most of his race. Would he not be for him was now brought to the table that was near where ,
apt to recognize you, even though you may disguise your- the brigand chief was sitting.
self well?"
·
He threw away his ciga1·ette and was soon busily occu"I will take the ahances on that. Leave it to me."
pied in devouring the meal.
The man who seemed to have his doubts about it said
Senor Santo had a good cook, and the larder afforded
ll!) more.
the best to be had in the line of eatables. ·
"I would like to hr ve something to eat presently. Give
It took hyn fully half an. hour to dispose of the different
me the best our lari.er affords. A little wine right now, courses that were brought to him, and when he had fintoo."
ished e swallowed a cup of wine and declared that he now
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felt :fit to meet Young Wild West or any one else living, "Now, then, my brave men," said Senor Santo, nodding
either in battle or at a game where wits played a part. to his companions, ." you will get as close as you think it
"Will any one accompany you, Senor Sant<:>?" Gonzales advisable to the hotel. I want you to do this because
asked.
there may be a chance of my getting into trouble, and in
"You and Pedro can go, if you like," was the reply. that case I would si:rely want your assistance. But I
"But you must remain in hiding and not show yourself to hardly believe anything of the kind will happen, for my
any of the Americans there. I am going to the hotel disguise is too good for that."
,
and act as a total stranger. I will take the poorest horse I "They will never know you, senor," declared Pedro.
we have here and make it appear that I am a prospector
':Certainly not," Gonzales added.
who has TOughed it. I can do that easily, for the dis"I believe you are both right in that. Well, I will ride
on p to the hotel."
guises I have are many."
He retired to a corner of the cave, across which was
The horse he rode limped slightly and acted very much
spread a curtain of skins, and after lighting an old lamp as though it was tired 'out.
he went ahead with his preparations for disguising himself.
There was no one outside the shanty hotel at the time,
First of all he donned a well-worn suit of clothes that since there was too much going on inside to attract their
did not fit him over well.
.
attention.
Then he brought forth a false beard that was almost jet · The villainous brigand dismounted and paused before a
black.
window.
When he saw that a gam~ of cards was about to begin
The hair was sewed tightly to a sm~oth skin that just fit
his face nicely.
and that one of the players was a Chinaman, he decided to
But not satisfied with tying it on at the top of his hea4 get into the game, for he was a lover of gambling.
Of course, he guessed that the Chinaman belonged to
before placing the wig there that matched the beard,
Senor Santo opened a bottle of glue or some other adhesive Young Wild West's party, and this made him all tHe more
Slilbstance and plastered it over the skin.
eager to join the players.
Then, as has already been described, he walked in and
· This done, he fitted the beard .and it dried almost instantly.
asked if he could become a party to the game of draw .
"This is the first time'J have ever taken such a precau- poker.
Senor Santo was prepared to be scrutinized, but when be
tion," .he muttered, "but in case any one ·suspects that
,,.--' the beard is false, they will be unable to tear it from my saw Young Wild West step forward and eye him sharply
•
face. It will be easy for me to remove it by applying some he felt rather uneasy.
However, he acted his part well, and when he sat down
warm water to it when I get back. Young Wild West ls
at the table he was satisfied that the boy, even though he
not going ta penetrate my disguise, I am certain."
When be finally threw aside the curtain and stepped might Jiave his suspicions, had ot recognized him.
forth, a murmur of admiration went up from his waiting
"Some chips, landlord," the brigand ca1led out. "Me /
men.
,
verra hungry, but me rather take my chance in a game of
They all declared that they would never know who he poker than eat."
was, if-they had met him by chance anywhere.
He had adopted the broken way of speaking that MexiThe cave was lighted by lanterns now, for it had grown cans who have learned English pretty well use so much,
so dark that it was no longer possible for them to see well.. but had failed to change his voice.
During the day the light was admitted through a rather
Big Dan took it on himself to explain what kind of a
wide opening at the rear of the cave, which was very close game it was, and the· senor was satisfied, so he purchased
·
a hill}.dred dollars' worth of chips, and then joined in the
to the high Wf!:ll of a cliff.
' .
Light still came in, but it was growing darker all the cut for deal.
time, and hence the lanterns had been brought into use.
As luck 'would have it, he won. ,
The senor surveyed himself several times in a big mirThen the six-handed game of draw . poker began.
It was a "hundred-dollar freeze-out," and if the playing
ror, and then satisfied that his disgu!se was perfect, he
told the two who were to accompany him to get the horses continued long enough one man would have all the money,
ready, and to be sure and select the poorest one they had less that which went to the landlord.
for his own use.
,,
"See to it that part of a prospector's outfit is fastened
CH AP TER VI..
to the saddle," he ad vised.
\
HOP "FREEZES OUT" THE GAMBLERS.
It took quite some little time ~o get this done to . his
satisfaction, and by that time it was totally dark, and the
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart had been watching the
stars were shining brightly overhead when the three sallied stranger closely since Wild told them of his suspicions.
The chances are that they would never have thought it
forth from the cave.
There was more than one way of getting to the regular was Senor Santo in disguise, if the young deadshot had riot
trail, and taking the shortest one, the disguised brigand spoken of it.
chief rode on, followed by his two men.
Then the more they watched him the more they became
The dist311ce to the mining camp not being great, they convinced that Wild was right.
Though the man spoke in a slightly broken way, and his
were not long in descending into the valley and re~ching
its outskirts. ·
I beard looked to be quite real, the scout and Dart felt that
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Wild never made a mistake, and they decided that it must and he played just as though he had long been acquainted

with those about the table.
"Three cards for me," he said, as the dealer looked at
him, questioningly, when it came his turn.
He held a pair 0£ deuces, but as the draw did not benefit
him any he threw down his hand.
"Well~ let me see," said Big Dan, as though he had not
yet decided how many cards to draw. "I reckon I'll keep
this one an' take four."
•
He threw £our of the cards upon the table and the~
picked up the pack and slipped four from it close to the
top.
'
By constantly moving· his thumb back and forward he
managed to make it appear that they were dealt from the
top,
,.
But Hop saw it, whether any of the rest did or not.
Anyhow! nothing was said, and Big Dan had stolen his
four aces all right.
It was Hop's first bet, a:ri.d when he pushed a red chip
to the center of the table the dealer was greatly pleased,
for it represented five dollars, and it would not take many
such bets to lessen the Chinaman's pile.
The -next man, who also held four of a kind, raised it
five, and the third did ,the same thing.
·
Th<! other dropped out, so Dan p11shed up the necessary
amotint of chips and raised it ten.
Hop knew he stood no chance of winning, even though
he held four kings, so he wisely dropped out.
~.-..
But not so with the two miners.
They each raised it five, and then Big Dan made it ten
better.
"It look~ as though tpis is goin' ter be a show-down,"
observed the miner, who held the £our tens, with a grin.
"But I'm ready ter git . out of ther game at any time, so
here she goes."
·
He pushed up all the chips he had, and the other mmer
did likewise.
"All right, here yer are."
r1i
Big Dan was compelled to call them, of course, and .when
d
h"
.the two cards the Chinaman received did not come fr6m
the top of the pack, ',ut he said nothing. .
they showed their hands he grinned and threw own is
four aces.
Big Dan had dor ~ it cleverly' and it was not for Hop
"We oughter have kn owed better, anyhow," declai·ed one
to denounce any one for cheating, since he intended to do of the losers. "Dan ls always too much fon us in a poker
a little in that line himself before he got through with game."
them.
"Wel1, I play a square game, boys," declared the winner,
One of the two cards he received was a king, making as he scooped in the chips.
·
him hold
four
kings.
"V
ll
.....,
h
b
·
,
,
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·11 1 t f
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t"
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e y lllUC ee square, so e,
op spo1rn up, sm1·1·mg
B.11t f our aces w1 oea our mgs any. ime, an as blandl .
y
,,
.
.
straights and flushes were ·not played much m that part of"
::Lr recl~ohnt you kknow, heatllhen, ahnd B1gb~~n gnnned.
the country at the time of which we write, four aces was
the best possible hand to hold.
,, ~t ig ' me nowee ve ~ mu~, ee,. so e.
.
..
Hop was satisfied that Big Dan was after him, and that
It s your deal, Senor Chmee, said , Santo, noddmg
he would hold four aces
. to Hop.
~He could not help thi~king any other way, since he very
~' Alle~, light, Misler Gleaser, me dealee velly muchee
qmckee.
often did the same thing himself. .
But Big Dan was not after Hop alone, for he. gave the
"Me no gr.ea!er," retorted the briga1.1d, affecting ang?r,
miner next to the Chinaman four aces, and the one next .though he did not care what the Chmaman called him
to him a full house.
just then.
This was as far as he could go, since he had had no
"Allee light. Whattee you name, len ?"
time to fix the ca?ds any further than to arrange it so he
"My name Jose."
"Allee light, Misler Jose."
would get the £our aces on a £our-card draw.
The ' disguised brigand chief was now quite at his ease,. While Hop w~s talking he was fixing the cards, and he

l

be the 11\ader of the briganas who had been bold enough to
come to the hotel and join in the game
poker. .
The game started oft with Big Dan winning the firnt pot,
which amounted· to about ten dollars.
No one seemed. to have much o:I' a hand, and there was
little betting.
'rhe bad man sat oh the left of the disguised villain, and
as he picked up the cards to s'l).uffle them there was a con:6.dent smile on his face.
Big Dan prided himself on being very slick with & pack
of catds, and he had made up his m1nd that he would show
Young Wild West that no matter how clever the Chinaman
was, he would get the best of hhn.
Meanwhile, Hop had been silent. He had watched everything that took place and had tnitde a llitiall bet, but had
not ventured to say anything.
·
Re knew-quite Well that the stranger had done h1s ' best
to stack the cards, hut had failE!d thtotigh a l~tHe mistake
he made.
Big Dan was having better luck, fbr Hop·could see him
getting certain cards together, and fixing thE\:tn in the pack
so their edges protruded just enough for him to kttow where
they were.
·
This is a common trick among gamblers, and explains
why they so often can deal the cards•as they want to.
Hop, who sat next to the dealer, waited until the five
cards lay before him.before he picked them up.
When he looked at them he was not at all surprised to
find that he had three kings and two other cards of a different suit.
He had put up an ante of one dollar, so it was natural
that he would draw :two cards;
The rest all came in, and then looking at the Chinaman,
Big Dan said:
"Well, heathen, how many cards do yer want?"
"Me takee tw~, so be." ·

or
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kept on shuffling until he got ·them the way he wanted >',hen Hop won the money with fom: aces, Senor Sa~to's
them.
hundred dollara' worth of chips had dwindled down to less
Then he permitted l3ig Dim t o cut them, after which than ten, while Big Dan's pile had diminished greatly.
he proceeded tQ deal.
The brigand chief had lost on a full hand , but as he
Two of the miners were out of the game, so it had set- picked the cards u t o deal he thought he had the four
tled down to but fotu players now.
aces Hop had held right wl1 ere he wanted them.
·I
It really looked as though the game of "freeze-out" was
But he was much mistaken, for Hop had managed to slip
not going to last as long as some of them had thought at them up his sleeve, and the deck of cards was minus four.
the start.
·
Santo let some of the cards fall upon the floor, as
. Tli.e two miners sat there, however,' for they were much though .it was an accident, and picking them up he looked ·
interested, and no doubt wanted to see who was going to for the aces.
be the boss.,
But not coining across any of them, he contented himself
Hop d,ealt each of the players three of a kind, taking with gathering the kings together again, and as he straight care to get t he three aces for himself.
ened up the deck he had them fixed so h would be sure to
A dollar chip was the ante, and when they all came in deal them to himself.
he proceeded
to give out the number of cards as fast as
I
Big Dan grinned while all this was oing on, for he
they were called for.
!mew pretty well what the man was up to.
Each of them drew two, and succeeded in getting the
Hop did not get a pair this time, but he changed four
forth card they wanted.
of the cards for the aces he held in his sleeve, determined
But Hop had the cards fixed so they were right on the
to win with four aces for the third time.
top now, and when he threw away two cards and said he
Big Dan got a full hand this time, which was enough
would take two, he lifted them from the top of the pack
for
him to bet on until he had gone to the extent of
as it lay upon the table, so there was no room for the least
thirty
dollars.
'
doubt that he was honest about it .
. It was Senor Santo who possessed the four kings, while
Hop kept on raising it, for he now had plenty of chips
Big Dan held four queens.
at his command.
The other two had jacks and tens, respectively.
Santo looked at hill. curiously, but he must have thought
'l'hough they had all been told, with the exception of there was a chance for hini, for he put up his last chip
.-" the brigaµd chief, that Hop was a card sharp, the gamblers and called for a show-down.
did not heed the warning.
"Whattee you gottee ?"t Hop asked.
The betting · started~p and kept going higher.
"Four kings," was the reply.
Every time Hop made a raise he would study his hand
"Lat velly stlange. You havee four kings lillee while
carefully for a moment and then act as though he was ago, and me havee four aces lillee while ago. You gottee
taking a risk.
four· kings now, and me gottee four lillee aces now."
When Big D n found that Hop's chips were nearly ex"This is about ther rankest cheatin' game I ever set
hausted, h'e decided t o make it a show-down as far as the into," declared Big ·Dan, angrily. "You fellers does nothin'
Chinaman was concerned.
but steal ther cards every time you git hold of 'em. Why
This was done, and then Hop threw down his hand and can't yer play honest?"
said:
'
"Lat allee light, my fl.iend," Hop answered, blandly.
"Me gottee four liUee aces, so be. Me takee um pot. "You pletty goodee cheatee, so be. Me no cheatee. Me
Me velly smartee Qhinee."
velly honest when me play dlaw pokee."
"Verra· smart Chinee," declared Santo, nodding and
"Yes, I reckon yer are. But it's my deal now. It's up
smiling in a peculiar way.
ter me an' yo,u to finish ther game. We'll see who's ther
"Well, I'm ~atisfied," Big Dan declared, while the other best man."
player shrugged his shoulders and said nothing.
Hop let him have all the cards, and it was well th'at he
The next man to deal did his level : best to cheat, but did so, :for Big Dan took the trouble to count them.
made a miserable failure of it, and the result was that he
"Ther pack's all right," he declared. "Now, then,
lost all the chips he had on three queens.
watch me, heathen, an' if you ketch me cheatin', don't be
The game now settled down to Hop, Senor Santo and afraid ter tell me. I'm goin' ter play a square game with
Big Dan.
'
yer."
.
'
Wild, who had been watching the game closely, now took
",Allee light," was the reply.
a walk outside.
But the bad man did not play a square game, and Hop
He found the stranger's horse standing there, and when could easily see it.
he stepped up 11nd made an examination of the animal he
He dealt the Chinaman three 'tens and a pair of aces,
decided that it had not been ridden very ar.
cold, and took care to get three kings and the other two
The young deadshot had planned to give the stranger a, aces for himself.
surprise, but he wanted to wait until he becam~ incensed
The result was that after be had raised it ten dollars on
at the Chinaman for winning his money.
the second bet, Hop called him and lost .
He- walked inside and joined his partners again, and be"Now, len," said the clever Chinee, with a child-like
came interested in the game.
smile, as he picked up the cards, "me liavee lillee dealee.
There was quite a little betting done in this hand, but You watchee·me, my fliend."
.
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"You don't have ter tell me ter do that, heathen. Go
ahead."
Hop gave the cards a slight shuffle, and then after the
cut had been made, he dealt them quickly until each had
/
the required five.
Big Dan picked up his cards, satisfied that they had been
dealt squarely this time.
When he found he held three aces he took it foT granted
that it was mere luck.
"Give me two cards, heathen,'' he said, as he made the
discard.
"Allee light," and Hop quickly did so.
Dan was a little disappointed when he found he had not
drawn the other ace, but as a pair of sevens came instead,
he felt that he.might Irnve the winning hand.
But Hop was not figuring that way. He knew exactly
what cards his opponent helq, so he fixed himself with four
deuces.
It was now that the acting part in the game of poker
came into play.
Hop could not be beaten at this, and every time he raised
it he acted very much as thbµgh he was taking a big
chance.
He kept on in this way until he ·managed to force his
opponent to ·put up all his chips.
Then came the show-down.
"Whattee you got, so be?" Hop asked, as though he was
afraid he was going to lose.
"Three aces and a pair of sevens, heathen. If you
beat that, I'm done."
"Me beatee lat, allee light!" exclaimed the Chinaman,
jubilantly. "Me gottee four biggee deuces."
· "Blamed if yer ain't!" exclaimed the bad man, disgustedly . . "Well, you're ther winner."
Then it was that Santo arose from the table and looking
at Big Dan as though he was surprised, he said:
"You ·let da Chinee take all your money that way?"
"Well, I don't know what I'm goin' tffi.' do about it,
stranger," the bad man answered':'
"He a cheat. He steal da cards."
"You allee samee lie if you say me cheatee !" exclaimed
1
·Hop, boldly, as he a~ose and quickly pulled a big, oldfashioned six-shooter from under his blouse. "You allee
samee cheatee, and me see you plenty timj!e. Now, len,
you takee lat back, or me puttee hole thlough ypu allee
samee likee Young Wild West."
What had happened just suited Wild, and before anything further could be said or done, he stepped over and
seized the stranger by the beard.
He gave a sharp pull upon it, but it would not come off,
and then it struck him very forcibly that he had made a
mistake in his man.
"Stop a-dat !" cried Santo, angrily, and playing his pai't
to perfection. "What you a-pull my whiskers for, boy?"
"That's all right,'' Wild answered, in his cool and easy
way. "When a cheat accuses another of being dishonest in
a game of cards he ought to have his whiskers pulled. Now
you jus'" take it easy, do you hear ?"
"Me los.: a hundred dollar/' Santo answered, affecting
a.n injured air.
"That's all right if you d:'.d. You did your· best to win,

,
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and' you used all the thieving methods you knew. But you
failed, and our clever Chinee has won out. I am going
to make him give back the money he took from three of
the players. But as far as you and Big Dan are concerned,
you have got to lose your money. You areooth che.ats, and
you are not half as ,clever about it as you think you .are.
I have been watching you, and 1 know pretty well what I
am talking about."
· "You talk too much, boy. You t'ink because plenty
Americans here you can make me 'fraicl. But me no 'fraid. ''
Wild was not a little puzzled. The voice of the man
sounded so much like that of Sen.or Santo's that he conld
not make 'himself believe that he had made a mistake.
But the fact that the beard seemed real, and Senor
Santo had been without a beard when he met him that
afternoon, ~aused him to feel that he must be wrong in
his-conclusions.
He did not want to have trouble with the Mexican, so he
'~tepped back and said n0 more just then.
Satisfied that he had escaped detection, the b{igand
chief was bent upon getting his revenge upon the boy
who had ba:f'fl.ed him so completely that afternoon.
"Me fight da American boy if me have a fair show," he
declared, stepping to the center of the floor.
"Do you vyant to fight me?" Wild asked, an angry :flush
showing in his eyes for a moment.
"Yes, me no 'fraid of you."
"Well, how do you want to fight?"
Santo, who was an expert with a dagger knife, quickly
drew a keen-edged blade from his belt and held it before
our hero's eyes.
"You would like to stick that thing between my ribs,
I suppose."
1
Wild was now as cool as ever, and there was a smile
upon his handsome face as he spoke.
."Me fight if me have a fair s'how," was the declaration.
"All right, I reckon you'll have a fair show, all right,
Mr. Greaser. But before we start in I want to tell you
that I am not going to hurt you. I am just going to show
you that you don't know how to handle that sticker you
have in your hand."
Then the boy coolly drew his hunting-knife and motioned for the crowd to get back out of the way.
A table was moved so they would have plenty of room,
and then the two faced ea~h other, ready for the fray.
CHAPTER VII.
A DUEL WITH KNIVES.

Somehow, Young Wild West could not get it out of hi;:;
head that it was really Senor Santo, the leader of the
Brigands of the Border, who was standing before him.
The eyes were the same and fue face was exactly like
the one he remembered so well.
But the short black beard was the puzzling thing about
it all.
He had given it a smart jerk when he caught hold of
the beard, and he had felt the skin and flesh give with it.
H e was bound to satisfy himself, however, so as he stood
facing the man, knife in hand, our hero said :
"See .here, Mr. Greaser, I just told you that I didn't
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mean to kill you. I am going to show yoµ that you don't
kn ow liow to fight, and a£te1• I have done so I will spate
your life on one condition."
"Ha I ha! hfl !'i Ja1tghed the brigand chief, who teally
felt t hat he would be able to vanquish hili youthful opponent in Ii dul\l with kitiV!ls.
"Y011 can litttgh now, but you won't have the heart to
do it when I am through with you," th!:! boy went on.
"Now the condiiion is that after I have beaten you you
mu st allow your beard to be shaved frbhl ybur face. I
f iin k y,ou would look a gteat tleal better >vithout it. You
i·e1~!iud me very lrtuch of a man l once met, but his was a
:·~n ooih fa ce, and I wnnt to sl3e how much yo~ tesemble
him. Now, then, do ytlu agt•ee ttl the tetms I offer?"
, '~H cla Am e~·ican boy beat me I will get sh~ed/' Santo
aeciared, nodding to the ctowd. "Me want to get shav~d,
anyhow, but me see da game of poker, and me like to
play. Me want to gtJt my supper, too, but me lih to
gamble better. If da Amel'ican boy beat me, fetch da
barber right away fthd I get shaved. Maybe tlat please
him verra much."
·
He laughed again, and th er~ wag such a cohfident way
about him that our hero felt that he had no ml3an foe to

a knife thrust, his face pa1ed slightly and a murmur of
admiration went up from the crowd.
It was plain that nearly every nrn.n there favored the
young deadshot, and wanted to see him win. ,
~
Having got the advantage, Wild kept him 011 the defensive, and around the ·room they went.
Once Santo dropped suddenly and :rt1lit1e 6 ihtUst that
came near reaching our hero's body.
But a miss is as good as a mile, as the old sfly1ng goes,
and Wild made up for it by making an upward isttoke,
which sent the knife flying from the Mexican's hand.
It fell to the floor with li ting, abd Wild stood uvet him
with uplifted knife.
"I've got yoµ, greaser," he said, coolly. "Now, then,
are you satisfied you don' t know htlw to fight ?'l
"You got a-me, boy," came the reply, in a voice that
trembled slightly. "Kill me.''
"Oh: no, I am not going to do that. I want to see your
beard shaved from your fnce."
"All a-right. You get da barber. But me want to eat
first."
•
"Ther. best you kin git now, greaser, is a cup of coffee
an' a sandwich," spoke up Bill Riley, the proprietor 0£ the
tackl~
hotel.
"Say when you are ready, greaser," he called out.
"All a-right."
"Me ready now."
Then, with remarkable coolness, the disguised brigand
"All right, then, come on.'l
chief went to a table and sat down.
The lithe form of the young deadshot sprang forward,
"Three cheers for Young Wild West!'' shouted one of
and the blades met, the sparks flymg from them as they the miners, and then a cheer went up that made the shanty
clashed over their heads.
hotel fairly tremble
.Wi1d had no intention whatever of doing the least harm! "That's all right, gentlemen," said the young deadshot,
to the man, for he felt that he might be mi staken, arter all. as he stepped over · and picked up the Mexican's knife.
But he was going 'to disarm him, and that as quickly "I was certain that I could get the best of him, and that's
lls possible.
why I tackled him. One of you just go and find t~ barber
Again the blades clas]\.ed, and the two sprang about, of th e camp."
dodging and feinting.
•
"We ain' t ·got no regular barber here," "3. miner anIt was a very pretty fio-ht,
if
one
liked
to
see
such
things,
swered.
"But there's two or three as does -ther shavin'
0
for the two appeared to be about evenly matched.
for ther boys. ' Here's Joe Budd, right here. I don' t know
Seuor Santo possessed surprising agility, but he was a whether he's got his razor with him or not, but it· won't
young man and no doubt pretty weli trained.
take him long ter git it."
. . .
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart stood looking on with
"I ain' t got my razor here, but I'll run an' git it right
confidence.
·
i away, Young Wi1d West," a man spoke up, as he stepped
I t . t
.
So many times had they seen their dashing young 1 ou m 0 view.
leader fight such duels that they never once doubted that he
"All righ~, do s?. I h~;e ;easons for wanting to see the
would be the winner now.
beard o:fl' this mans face._
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Senor Santo was now m anything but ll:b. easy frame of
His coolness, coupled with his skill, would surely brmg
. d
him through the victor.
.
.
m1~ut he made out that he was perfectly indifferent, and
.Ba.ck and for~h. the duelists swayed, while they kept leaned his head upon his hand as he waited for the sandfemtmg and stnkmg.
· h an d cup of- co:ffee.
.
d wic
But no blood was drawn, and when two mmutes ha
Rile had iven the order ·for it, and in a few minutes
elapsed the crowd was all but spellbound.
•t
Yb
hgt
·
.
.
i was roug .
Big Dan had taken his place near the door, and he
But at th e same moment Joe Budd came back with his
watched the conflict eag~rly.
.
razor and shaving-mug and brush.
No doubt he was anx10us to see Young Wild West g:o
Santo t ook a sip of the coffee, and then, as q11ick as 1ightdown.
ning, he threw· the cup at our hero, who was standing Utit
Wild kept playing with him, acting on the defensive the a short distance from the table.
biggest part of the time, until at last he found 'out the
Wild was quick enough to dodge it, blJ-t befote he could
Mexican's weak points.
recover himself the villain had turned and leaped through
Then he started in on the aggressive, and when Senor 1the open window, · which was almost directly behind him.
Santo found himself doing his best to keep from receiving
His horse was right there, and leaping into the saddle,
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he went galloping away, at the same time uttering a defiant he must turn from the trail in order to reach the cave of
shout.
the brigands, he went right ahead.
Cheyenne Charlie was the first to get outside, and as
Big Dan had never been inside the cave.
everyone seemed bent on getting there, the doorway · was
Several times he had come there for the purpose of givblocked for a moment.
ing Senor Santo information, but he must stop at a cerWild leaped through the window, but found himself too tain point and give a signal.
fate to catch the villain.
Then it would not be long before the brigand leader
He heard the sounds of receding hoofs, and shaking his would appear, though from just where, Big Dan did not
' head, he faced the excited miners and called out:
know.
"Gentlemen, that fellow was Senor Santo, the lea-der of
As dark as it was he had no trouble in finding the spot,
the Brigands of the Border."
and once there he came to a halt and dismounted.
"What!" cried Bill Riley. "Do yer mean that, Young
Then he gave a low whistle and waited.
By this time Wild had dismounted and had crept up- to
Wild West?"
"I certainly do. I never make a mistake when I meet within a few yards of ';vhere the villain was standing by
a man in disguise whom I have met before. That beard his horse.
.
he wore wa~ not his own, but it was fastened to his face
Well satisfied that he was to again meet Senor .Santo .
so securely that it would not. move when I pulled upon it. face to face, Wild waited for developments.
Now you know why I wanted to ·have him shaved."
There was no answer to Big Dan's whistle, and after ·
Probably there was only one man there, outside of our waiting for fully two minutes he gave the signal again,
1
friends, who was not surprised at the young deadshot's dee- this time a little louder.
laration.
Then a thud sounded, as thougH two stones liad come
This was Big Dan, who had known right along that it together forcibly, and_footsteps were heard.
was the brigand chief.
"Hello!" said the bad man, softly.
T\,\e fact was that Big Dan was in league with the brig"J;Iello !" came the reply, in a low tone of voice. "Is it
ands and that he made considerable money from the alli- you, Senor Dan?"
"That's right, Senor Santo. I'm here."
ance.
It was he who kept Senor Santo posted as to what time
"What brings you here so soon after what liappened in I
the successful miners would leave the camp with their gold the mining cltrnp ?"
dust .
Then Wild saw the brigand leader step .forth into the
·-.
f
h'
t
.
t
starlight.
But t here was no occasion or im o act a part JUS now.
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time to remove it.
·
"I thought I'd better come over an' let yer know that
But he felt i~ his duty to go ~d report to ~enor Sant.o
as soon . as possible, so after waitm? a few mmutes, untrl Young Wild West knowed who yer was all ther time."
"Senor Dan," retorted the brigand chief, impatiently,
the exc1te~ent had so~1ewhat s~bs1d.ed, he. left the hotel
11nd got his horse, w~rch was tied m a little shed back "it was not necessary for you to come and tell me that .
of the shanty he occupied.
I knew that before we started to fight in the barroom.~'
. .But Young Wild West had been suspicious of Big Dan
"Yer did!" and Big Dan seemed greatly surprised.
ng'ht along. .
"Certainly. The moment he demanded that if he spared
He had noticed that the bad man had been the first t@ my lii'e I was to permit my beard to be shaved from my
prppose to take the ,stranger into the game.
face, I knew it. But I suspected all along that he wa.:·
Seeing that he left the place so soon after the brigand's watching me, and had his suspicions as to who I was."
· flight, he thought it would be a good idea to follow him.
"Thunder! I didn't know that. But, anyhow, when
"Boys," said he to his partners, "I am going to see what he found you had got away, Young Wild West told all
Big Dan is up to. I am satisfied that he is going away hands that you was Senor Santo."
from the camp. You stay here fQJ a while. I will go and
"Well, that's all right. He told the c rowd about it,
but he didn't catch .me. Ha! ha! ha !"
get my horse and follow him."
The boy acted quickly, and he was upon the back of his
"Well, I hope I didn't make yer mad by comin' here,"
sorrel stallion just as Big Dan started to ride out of the and Dan shrugged his shoulders uneasily.
valley.
"Oh, no, Senor Dan. Since you have taken the t rouble
Wild heard the hoofbeats, so he kept right after him, to come here, thinking you were doing me a favor, 1 will
L faking care not to get too close.
take you inside and make you a member of our band. You
He kept his ears open, and whenever he found the man have asked me to do this several times, but I never thought
ahead of him was going slowly, he did the same.
well of it until now. I am satisfied that you are a. man who
In this way the valley was left behind, and they were can be trusted, even though you are an American, and all
riding over the trail.
the members of my band are Mexicans. What say you?
H the bad man had thought there was any danger of his Do you wish to join the Brigands of the Border?"
being followed he might have kept a watch behind, but he
"I sartinly do, Senor Santo. I'd give almost anylhing
~ did not.
ter belong to your band."
~ . He 'Ode ,ight on, and when he came to the place whe'"
"Well, then, tie your horse.''
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Big Dan lost no time in doing this, and then he stepped
before the villain, prepared for anything that might happen.
. "I will have to blindfold you, Senor Dan," said Santo,
1
as be took a handkerchief from his pocket.
"All right, I don't care what yer do. You'll find I'm
true blue. I'll take any oath yer put me to, an' I'll stick
ter it till I die, too."
"That is the way I like to hear a man talk. I am well
satisfied that you will make a good member of our band.
We lost two men to-day, so you shall take the place· of one
of them."
'
Very glad that he had followed the bad :µian, Wild
watched and listened.
He made up.his mind that he w~s going to see the interior of the brigand retreat, too.
When Senor Santo had blindfolded the candidate for
admission into his ,band he led him straight to the mouth
• of the narrow pass and pushed him in ahead of him.
Wild stepped forward as softly as a cat, and .when he
was within but ten feet of the opening, the. stone door
came back into place with a dull thud.
"That's all right/' the boy muttered, tmder his breath,
"I reckcm I'll find a way to get in."
CHAPTER VIII.
HOW BIG DAN W,48 INITIATED.

Young Wild West.had not even seen the entrance to the
narrow pass that led to the cave of the brigands, but he had
heard the sounds the stone made when it closed, and ·he
made no mistake· in where the spot was.
He reached it with amazing quickness, and as he listened he could hear voices coming froin the other side, and
also footsteps.
"Ah !" the brave boy muttered, under his breath. "A
secret entrance, eh? Well, this is not the first time I have
struck a situation like this. Now to find a way to get
inside."
He waited until he could no longer hear the voices or
footsteps, and then he threw his shoulder against the big
flat stone.
It moved slightly, and satisfied that he would be able
to force it open, he felt on either side, and was not long
in locating the exact width of the pass.
Then he tried again, this time bringing more strength
to bear.
'
.
The result was that the fl.at slab of rock swung around
and dropped g01;itly to the ground.
·
It made a noise in doing it, and fearing that it might
have been heard by some one inside, Wild 1waited and listened.
He could hear voices coming from somewhere, but the
sound was so faint that he knew it must be ~ome little distance to the spot where the brigands were located.
Finding that no one came out, he was satisfied that it
was safe to enter, so he lost no time in doing so.
It was dark as a pocket, for it happened that a portion
of the way was covered by a sheltering rock.
But when he had gone a few feet he looked upward
and saw the stars shining.
But even then he could not see the wide mouth of the
cave, which was right befo:re him, almost.

Wild decided to take the risk of lighting a match, which
he did without delay.
Then it was that he saw the cave, and ·listening again he
became sati~fied that the voices came from it.
When the match had gone out he started forward and
boldly stepped into the cave.
Then it was that he saw a faint light not far distant,
and as his eyes became accustomed to it he was able to discern a number of horses, which were tied in a line at one
side of the outer cave, and munching away at some hay.
"I certainly am in luck," he thought. "Well, while I
am here I may as well take a good look around and see
just how many of the brigands, as they choose to call
themselves, there are. Then I will go bacl{' to Greaser
Creek and prepare a surprise for them. I reckon Senor
Santo's time is running short. I'll try and see to it that
he does not make another hold-up, for .I am well satisfied
that we can corral the gang by noon to-morrow, if we work
the game right."
·
He stepped softly along, and soon came to the opening
that divided the two caves.
Then it was that he was able to see all that was to be
seen in the hiding-place of the villainous Mexicans.
He ·counted the men and found there were just seventeen, including Big Dan, who was standing at one si!e of '
the cave with two of the brigands.
All the members of the band were there, since the two
who had accompanioned Santo to the mining camp had
been waiting for him when he made his escape, and had
come back to the cave with him in a hurry.
A handkerchief was tied over Big Dan's eyes, and Wild
knew that Senor Santo was getting ready to initiate him
as a member of the band.
Santo was very busy at the other end of the cave with
a couple of his men, who were assisting him, no doubt, in
making preparations for what was to come.
The rest of the rascals were talking in low tones, and
the subject of the conversation was the initiation of the
new member.
,
.Wild stepped a little nea;er, and then crouched down liehind a jutting piece of rock.
He was bound to see it all, so he made up his mind to
wait until it was over with, and then he would go out and
try and close the improvised door of rock when he left.
' Meanwhile, Senor Santo had his assistants place a barrel
in about the center of the inner cave.
Over this was thrown a piece of black cloth, and upon
it was laid two cross-bones and a human skull.
A candle was thrust into the skull, and striking a match,
the leader of the brigands lighted it.
As the flame flared up and grew stea'ay, he motioned for
the other lights of .:the cave to be extinguished.
When this had been 'done the scene looked weird and ___,
ghostly enough.
A command from Santo brought the men in a semi-circle
about the improvised altar, and then he called out, sharply:
"Bring the citndidate to the altar."
The blindfolded bad man was ' led slowly forward, and
when he was standing directly before the covered barrel,
with its gtewsome emblems, the senor exclaimed :
"Raise your right hands, men!"
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"Well, there is plenty of it here, so you shall have
Up went the right hands of all pTesent, including the
more, Senor Dan."
·
two who had charge of the candidate.
One by one the members of the brigand band came forThus far the leader bad spoken in Spanish, but he now
resorted to English, since Big Dan no doubt would under- ward and shook the new member by the band.
When this was done be took a seat and more wine was
stand it much better.
'
"Senor," he said, "you have applied for admission in to poured out.
The lanterns were lighted, and the skull ana cross-bones
our band. Do you still feel a desire W become one of the
were removed, the barrel being put back in a corner.
Brigand s of the Border?"
"This is a mighty fine place you have got here,'' ob"I do,'' answered the bad man, quickly.
"Then you will kneel upon both knees and repeat after served the bad man, as he sipped his wine. "I've been
me an obligation, which every man here bas taken, i}\- wantin' ter git in here a long time, an' I'm mighty glad
I'm a member of your band now, Senor Santo."
clud,i.ng myself. Are you willing to do this?"
"You may well feel proud of it, Senor Dan,'' was the
"Yes."
retort. "Now, since you have taken the obligation and
"Kneel, then."
Down upon his knees the villain dropped, and then, in a are a full-fledged member, I am going to appoint you to
slow, measured voice, pausing at every few words, Senor . an important duty. I want you to lay out Young Wild
• West."
Santo said:
"I'll do that, willingly enough," was the quick retort.
"I, Big Dan, do solemn ly declare that I will never reveal
the secret hiding-place of the Brigands of the Border. I "I've got it in for that young galoot. I kin take pleasure
furthermore swear that I will obey all orders of Senor in doing him up, a11 right."
"I thought so. That is why I have appointed you to
Santo. I pledge myself to risk my life in ~elping a brother
of the band, and that if I should be captured by an enemy that important duty. I will give you twenty-four hours in
I will suffer death be-Jl>re I -_will · reveal anything about which to do this, so perhaps you had better go back to the
the doings or whereabouts of the Brigands of the• Border. mining camp soon, so you will have time to think over a
I furthermore swear that I will turn over all money I may plan."
"All right, Senor Santo. You kin bet I'll manage it ·
take, either honestly or dishonestly, from any one not belonging to the band, to Senor S:mto, so long as he may be all right. I'll do it so no one won't know how it was done,
our leader. In token of my sincerity in this obligation I too .. I ain't goin' ter P.ick no row with him, an' have a
now kiss the skull of an enemy who was slain while trying fight, 'cause I wouldn't tand much of a show. He kin
shoot too quick for anything like that, so they say."
to force his way into the secrets .if uur band."
"Yes. I know quite well how he can shoot,'' and Senor
· As be said the last one of the attendants lifted the skull
Santo shook his head.
from the altar and placed it to bis lips.
Wild was not a little amused at all be saw and heard, and
Big Dan gave a hearty smack as his lips touched the
he had been there about long enough, sin ce Big
thinking
object, ana then the skull waf' , placed back again.
Senor Santo gave a signal, and the members of th e band Dan was likely t o leave at any time, he stole softly back
stepped forward, each drawing a knife from bis belt and into the pass and walked along to where the slab of stone
·
lay upon the ground.
holding it over the kneeling man's bead.
e seth
bow
see
to
match
a
lighting
of
risk
e
th
took
He
·
Th.en the hoodwink 'was removed from Big Dan's eyes.
long
not
was
be
out
found
he
wben
and
worked,
door
cret
He blinked like an owl for a second or two, but did not
into
it
pull
and
outside
step
·to
able
was
be
so
it
lifting
in
seem to be much frightened. '
place.
forward
stepping
"Rise, brother," Senor Santo said,
This done, he went to where he bad left bis horse, and
and putting out his hand.
Th e bad man took it and received a hearty grip as he mounting, rode slowly back to the trail.
Once there, he started into a gallop and soon came to
arose to bis feet.
slope that led down into the valley.
the
"You have done well, my· brother," said Santo, smiling
did not stop at th~ hotel, but went right on to the
Wild
at him, patronizingly. "If you had. faltered in taking the
camp.
obligation, you see what would have been in store for you,''
He found the girls and Wing there, but Charlie, Jim and
and be nodded to the uplifted knives, which were still
had not yet returned.
Hop
I
right.
all.
it's
"But
member.
new
the
toward
pointed
"Well, I have been in great luck to-night, Et," he sa:<l,
have every confidence in you, and though you are the only
American belonging to our' band, I feel that you will do as be took a seat beside his sweetheart~ who looked at hir:1
your duty. You will no'"'. join us' in drinking a glass of expectantly. "I have been in the secret cave of the Brigands of the Border."
wine."
"W11at do you mep, Wild?" Arietta as~ed, in surprise.
One of the men hastened to another part of the cave, and
"Well, Senor Santo.J:iad the audacity to come do\~ n ta
soon returned with a jug and several glasseS'.
The glasses were filled, and then still standing before the hotel in disguise. ·But I 'recognized him, just the same.
the leader, in the dim light the sputtering candle gave out, He got in a game of draw poker with Hop and some minBig Dan drank to them, not forgetting to drain bis glass. ers, and after be bad lost a hundred dollars in playing,. be
"'l'hat's :·,1ighty good wine, sen or/' he declared, . smack- p.icked a row with Hop. I said something, and then be
in g hi s lips. "I a\n't in ther habit of drinkin' such stuff, turned on me. The result was that be challenged me to
_
·
I kin tell you."
fight a duel with knives. He had on a false · beard, and
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before this I attempted to pull it from his £ace, but found
it would not come off. He had it stuck on in some way,
and before we started the duel I told him that I was going
to beat him and that I would spare. his_life under one condition, which was that he should permit his £ace to be
shaved by the barber 0£ the mining camp. He agreed to
this, but when the time came to do it he threw a cup 0£
coffee at me, and in the excitement that followed he leaped
through a window and made his escape. Shortly after that
the bad man, who is called 'Big Dan, left the hotel. That
was when I came over and got Spitfire, as I told y~m, in a
hurry. I followed Big Dan and managed to get into the
cave. I had the pleasure 0£ seeing the bad man initiated
as a member 0£ the brigands, and then I came back."
The girls wanted to know all about it, so he told everything in detail, and when he had concluded he left them
abd walked over to the hotel.
He found Charlie and Jim there laughing with the rest
0£ the crowd at the antics 0£ Hop, who had started in to
amuse them with some 0£ his sleight-of-hand tricks.
Wild was not long in calling his partners aside, and telling them 0£ his adventure.
·
"Now then, boys," he said, "I reckon we'll make preparations to strike out in the1morning and capture the brigands. I think we can work it so we can get them all alive,
for I don't want to have to shoot any 0£ them if I can
help it."
"You fix it up, Wild," said the scout, with a nod 0£
approval. "Me an' Jim will stick ter yer, an' don't yer
forgit it."'
·
Hop continued to amuse the crowd, and his antics kept
every one in a roar 0£ laughter almost continually.
·
In about half an hour Big Dan came in, just as though
he had merely been over to his shanty for a while.
The bad man seemed very meek, and when he finally
got into a game 0£ cards with some .miners our friends left
the hotel and w~nt back to camp.
CHAPTER IX.
BIG DAN GETS HIS MEDICINE.

Big Dan did not attempt to carry out his commission
that night, so Young Wild West and his friends were not
disturbed.
They were up shortly after daylight the next morning,
and Wing, the cook; was •ordered to hurry up with the
breakfast.
Hop, who had come in very late, £ailed to be aroused
when the others began moving about, so Cheyenne Charlie
thought it advisable to wake him in a rather sudden manner.
Charlie looked around, and when he found there was a
tree almost directly before the front 0£ the tent he gave a
nod 0£ satisfaction and quickly got a lariat.
This he threw over a limb, and then crept softly into the
tent, where the sleeping Chinaman lay upon a blanket.
Hop was snoring away peacefully, and it was easy for
the scout to fasten the rope about his ankles.
Having done this, he gave a chuckle, and crept out of
the tent.
"Now, then," lie said, nodding to the rest, who were

looking on with no little interest, "ther first thing Hop
knows li'e'U be hangin' head down from their limb of that
tree. Everybody watch."
.
Seizing the other end 0£ the rope, Charlie walked back
from the tree until it. was drawn taut.
Then he drew his gun and fired a shot in the air, at the
same time leaping forward and pulling for all he was
worth.
"Hip hi! Whattee mattee? Help, help!" came the
startled cries, a;nd then Hop was whisked from the tent,
his feet shooting upward.
Not until they brought up against the limb did he stop,
ahd there he hung, almost frightened out 0£ his wits.
Wing paused in his work and looked on with undisguise.d
pleasure, for nothing suited him better than to see his
brother the victim 0£ some joke.
This was because Hop was forever picking at him, and
making him the butt 0£ his practical joking.
.
The startled ,Chinaman was swinging his hands Wlldly,
and doing his best to get into an upright position.
.
But this only caused him to sway back and for,th hke
the pendulum 0£ a clock, and all hands laughed heartily
at his piedicament.
\
But Charlie soon let him down, and as soon as he got
upon the ground Hop lost no time in removing the rope
from his ankles.
"Misler Charlie velly muchee smartee," he declared;
shaking his fist at the grinning scout. "Me gittee square,
allee light. Me no fool Chinee likee my blather."
.
"Can't yer ii\ a joke, yer heathen galoot?" Char~i;
asked, making ouc he was angry. "What was yer gom
ter do, sleep all day, when you know there's work for yer
ter do this mornin'? Now you take my ad vice an' git a
hustle on yer, an' .look after ther horses. We want ter use
'em putty soon, so they ought ter have a fresh place ter
graze on an' a good drink afore we start.')
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie; me no forgittee."
It hurt Hop to see them all laughing at hiin, but he lost
no time in attending to his work, just the same.
When Hop had seen to the horses and taken a good wash
in the brook he ca.me back, appearing to be very cheerful.
"Me wakee uppee velly muchee quickee, Misler Charlie,"
he said, with a smile.
"I reckon yer did, Hop. I· s'pose you'll be wakin' me
up like that some time, i£ yer happen ter ketch me asleep.
But I've never yet seen ther time. when you could ketch
me asleep."
The breakfast was soon ready, and then they an · sat
doWn to it and ate heartily. ·
Finally Charlie passed his tih cup to Wing to be filled
with coffee again.
.
Hop was right near the cook and, unobserved by any
one, he dropped something- into the cup as it was being
passed back to the scout.
When he had dumped a lump 0£ s~gar in it, Charlie
proceeded to stir the coffee, and presently he placed the cup
to his mouth.
He took a good swallow, and then an exclamation· 0£ disgust came from him, while he leaped to his feet in a
hurry.
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"Me likee go velly muchee, Missee Alietta," was the
"What in thunder is ther matter with ther coffee, Wing?
quick reply.
,
It's as bitter as gall."
"Me no undelstand, Misler Charlie," the cook answered,
"All right, then. See t o it that you have a :firectacker or
in surprise. "Coffee allee samee velly muchee goodee." two with you. There is nothing like the explosion of a
"Wow!" and Charlie ran to get a drink of water to take cracker to startle a band of villains sometimes."
the taste from his mouth. "That's about ther bitterest
She was not long in saddling her horse, and Hop quickly
dose I 've had in a long time. What in thunder could got his piebald cayuse in readiness.
have got in it ?"
Then the two mounted and started off in the direction
At this ju~cture Hop moved a short distance away, and Wild and his partners had taken.
the broad grin on his face was quite enough to convince
The three had not gone directly through the mining
Wild and the rest that he was responsible for the bad camp, but had taken a course to the left, so they would n ot
taste of the coffee.
be observed by any one.
It took the scout fully five minutes to get the bitter
Arietta remembered the spot where Sari.to and his men
taste from his mouth, and then he began to make an in- had left them on the trail along the mountainside, so she
vestigation, so to speak.
·
decided to ride up there and than take a look around on
He caught sight of the grinning Chinaman, and then it her own hook.
flashed upon him in a twinkling that he was responsible
Though she looked behind her occasionally as she rJae
for it.
on with the clever Chinee, the girl had no idea that she
"What did you put in that coffee, Hop?" he cried, an- was being followed.
grily, as he made a leap for him.
But she was, just the same.
"Hip hi ! hoolay !" Hop answE)~ed, and tlien he jmnped
It happened that Big Dan had taken a notion to spy
across the creek and quickly disappeared in the bushes.
upon the camp of our friends, just after Wild 8.1).d his
Charlie kept on after him, but Hop was so clever about partners left.
dodging that he finally got up a tree without being obHe had failed to see them ride away, but he caught sight
served.
of Arietta and Hop. ,
The scout look around ih vain, and then started to come It occurred to the villain right away that it would be a
back.
good idea to capture the girl and take her to the brigands'
As he was passing under the tree the clever Chinee let cave, thollgh he bad not heard Senor Santo say anythiug
something drop to the ground, right behind him.
about her.
It was a lighted firecracker, and the next instant a loud
He was not long in getting his liorse, and then he left
report sounded, which caused Charlie to jump with as- the camp by a roundabout way, and soon reached the trail
touishment and make a grab fcir his gun.
that ran along the high ridge above the valley.
:A:s he turned a bend lie caught a glimpse of the girl and
But even then he did not know where the cracker bad
tlie Chinaman as they were riding ·slQ.wly along, less than
come from, and he again started to find the joker.
"I reckon you had better give it up, Charlie," Wild a hundred yards ahead of him.
callecl out, after he had been at it for five minut.es, with
He now started his horse at a gallop, and a minute later .
no results. "He told you he would get square with you, lie bore do-WU upon the unsuspecting girl and the Chinaaml I suppose be has. Come on and finish your breakfast, man: as they had ·come to a halt at the very spot where
and ti· "n we'll strike out and see about corraling the brig- Senor Santo and his men had disappeared the afternoon
and E
before.
"All right, Wild," was the reply. "But jest wait till I
Arietta saw the bad man comiug, and she could have
ketch that heathen galoot. I'll twist his pig-tail so that easily rode away and left him behind.
he'll wish he had never bothered with me, blamed if I
But she was not afraid of him, so she waited uutil he
don't."
came up.
/
But Hop was wise enough to remain up the tree, and
"Good montln', miss!" said Big Dan, bowing and. tipnot until Wild and his partners had saddled tl!eir horses ping his hat in mock politeness.
and mounted did he venture to come down.
"What do you want?" the girl aslted, coolly.
It had been decided to leave the girls in camp, though
"Oh, nothin'. I jest happened ter come along an' see
Arietta had hinted that she would like to accompany them. yer llere, that's all."
She said no more, however, but when Hop descended
'X.s tlie villain spoke he quickly pulled a gun and fired
the tree and came to the camp after they liad.' gone, slie at Hop, wlio uttered a sharp cry and tumbled from the
nodded to him and said:
back of his horse.
"Well, Hop, suppose you ang I go out in search of tlie
Astounded at what had happened, Arietta uttered a C'TY
brigands, too. I am ju.st in the humor for a lfttle excite- of dismay and looked at the fallen Chinaman.
·
ment this morning. Not that I want to take part in any
Before she could do anything to prevent it, the. bad man
fighting, but I feel that I may l;>e able to help them. I rode up and caught her abput the waist with his left arm
don't kp.ow just what Wild's plans are, but from what I and then rode away t oward the secret cave of the brigands.
heard him say, he is going to try to get int9 the brigands'
But the girl now r ealized that she was in peril and she
cave and take them all prisoners. He has done such things made a desperate struggle to free herself.
before, ~o I ,suppose he will be able to do it this time.
As he was riding along the bank of a shallow pool, which
Do you want to go with me, Hop P"
helped feed the brook that ran down to the rtining camp,
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Arietta managed to tear herself from him, and down she
The young deadshot raised his reliable Remington to his
went upon the ground.
shoulder and took aim.
At the same instant the sharp· report of a rifle ra,ng out,
But before he got a bead upon him Arietta freed herself
and Big Dan threw up his hands and fell from the saddle. and fell to the ground.
Wild pulled the trigger, just the same, and he knew
that Big Dan would never harm any one again .
CHAPTER X.
The boy ran along th e bank of the pool and saw his
THE BRIGANDS ARE CAPT URED.
sweetheart trying to get up, though she was unable to
Young Wild West and his partners rode swiftly, and do so.
"Are you hurt, Et ?" he asked, as he went 1to her .
were not long in reaching the higher ground above the min"Yes, Wild, I have sprained my ankle, I fear," she aning camp.
·
swered.
"I landed heavil y when I fell from the horse.
It was our hero's intention t o get as close as possible to
gl
ad you were here, for i couldn't have got away
I
am
so
t he entrance of the brigands' cave, and t hen: watch to see
after hurtin g my ankl e, I suppos.e."
.
if any of them came out. '
Tl1e boy thought a moment, for he did not know just
· He told his partners of his plans as t hey .rode along, and
what to do with his sweetheart in her almost helpless conthey both agreed wit.h what he suggest ed.
" Now' then, boys,'' said the young deadshot, as they dition.
turned from the trail and headed in the direction of th e
H e looked around, and the most available spot be '1ld
hidden cave. "We'll go ·a little slow, and when we get see was a little grove that was further along the ban\.. of
close enough we'll dismount and lie in wait. Come on." the pool.
The boy knew the why quite well, and it was not long
The young deadshot '<fuickly lifted his sweetheart from
before he t hought it advisable to dismount.
the ground.
,
The horses were left behind a clump of rocks near a
" Et," said he, "I am going to take you over there among
cliff, ~o they would not be apt to be observed in case any the bushes and hide you. The chances are the brigands
of the brigands appeared.
are out of their cave by- this time, and Charlie and Jim are
Then the t hree crept forward and took positions where back there, with instructions to go inside the moment they
they would be able to watch the entrance t o the pass.
come out, so they can catch them when they return. You
The spot where they had decided t o wait was a little will be all right, I reckon."
higher than the otlier ground in th e near vicinity, and
So saying, th e boy stepped boldly into the pool and waded
they could command a 'view over quite a distan ce behind along, knee deep, toward the spot he h1ad selected for her
them.
'
temporary hiding-place.
They waited for perhaps ten minutes, and then they were
In another minute he would reach the spot he was headsuddenly startled by a revolver shot, wbich appeared t o ing for, for he had passed the rocky bluff.
come from the ·trail they had left a short time before.
"Does your spr'ained ankle hurt?" Wild asked Arietta,
"What's that, Wild?" the scout asked, iooking at the as he waded ashore with her in his arms.
·
young deadshot questioningly.
She nodded.
"Some one fired a shot, Charlie," was the . cool retort.
Just then Senor Santo and his gang appeared in the
The next inst ant a scream sounded, and' t1rnn it was that bushes.
·
.
our hero's face turned slightly pale.
" Stand right where you are, Young Wild West!" Sen'or
H e recognized t he voice as that of his sweetheart.
Santo hissed, while his face was lit up with a triumphant
But Charlie and J im did also,' and the latter quickly smile. "You have done exactly what I wanted you to.
said:
You have brought the golden-haired senorita to me . . I may
"What can Arietta he doing here, Wild?"
as well t ell you that when' I first saw her yesterday I made
"I don't know, J im," was the r eply. "You two wait up my mind she would be my bride. Ha, ha, ha ! H ow
right here and I will go and see about it. If the brigapds does that sound to your ears, Young Wild West ? Your
happen to come out, you go ~ight into the cave and wait sweetheart is t o be the bride of Senor Santo."
there. Y oµ will know what to do if they happen to come
Knowing that he would surely .keep his threat, Wild
back before I do. I reckon the two of you will be able st opped.
" You have got me dead to rights, Senor Santo,'' he said,
to manage it, since they will have to go in one at a time,
as it is not wide enough for any more than that to ride and then he waded ashore and permitted the villain to take
Arietta from his ar:ms.
.
through the pass to the cave:"
Then just as coolly as t hough bis sweetheart Wf!S not in
"Seize him, my .brave men!" cried the brigand leader.
"Oh, it isn't necessary to seize me," Wild ans,vered, danger, Young Wild West ran down to the left and hurriedly made his way in the direction the scream and shot in his cool4,and e,asy way. "I submit.''
"You are w\se in saying that, for though I intend to
had come from.
He ·had not gone more t han a hundred feet when he surely kill you, I would rath er talk to you awhile in my
retreat. Disarin him, P edro."
heard the clatter of hoofs.
Pedro, who was holding the boy by the arm, nodded and
The boy quickly ran around an angle of rock, and then
he saw Big Dan riding at a furio11s pace, and holding quickly relieved him of his weapons.
"Now, th en, come on. I will have the pleasure of carryAriet ta, who was struggling to escape from him, upon his
ing the fair senorita to the cave. They were pretty bold
horse.
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to come up this way, I am sure, but I am very glad they
did."
'l'he brigands now hurried along and soon l)ame to the
slab of stone that hid the mouth of the narrow pass from
view.
One of the Mexicans pushed upon it and it fell inside
with a thud.
The senor stepped on through, sWl carrying Arietta,
Pedro came next, with Wild close behind hiin, who was
being urged along by another Mexican.
Wild had not gone more than ten feet when he felt a
revolver placed in his hand.
He knew, then, that Charlie and Jim were there, and
satisfied that the time had arrived to act, he called out,
·
sharply:
"Line - up--:--· you scoundrels, and hold up your hands !
You are trapped. I have twenty men concealed here in
the cave."
'
Senor Santo uttered a cry of amazement, and let Arietta
fall to the ground.
·
At the same instant the entrance was closed, with a thud,
and Cheyenne Charlie's · voice e,xclaimed :
"Whoopee! whoopee ! Wow! Up with your hand~ !"
The fact was that Jim was at one end of the passage and
the scout had remained at the other.
It was Jim who had handed Wild the revolver.
He now stepepd forward and grabbed Senor Santo by
the collar, at the same time pushing the muzzle of a gun
under his nose.
"Get your men to surrender instantly or I'll shoot you
dead, you scoundrel!" the boy ' exclaimed.
Dismayed and almost t error-stricken, Senor Santo called
~ out, wildly:
"Surrender, men! Don't let me be shot in tbis way."
Up went the hands of all of them, and then the scout
marched through and disarmed them, a grim smile on his
face as he did so.
"Boys," said Wild, nodding his head toward the· cave,
"don't come out just yet. We want t~e •satisfaction of
tying the hands of this gang. Then you can take charge of
them and march them down to the mining camp.''
It is doubtful if there was one of the brigands who did
not think that there was a crowd of men in the cave waiting to take part in the capture.
The result was that Charlie a11d Arietta, who found she
could walk by limping .slightly, went from one to the other
of the brigands and tied their hands behind th em.
This done, the scout brought forth a lariat and hitched
them all together.
Then he stepped back and removed the obstruction from
the mouth of the pass.
...._
"That's right, Charlie," called out our hero, in triumph .
"'-._--"Now, then, we will march them down to Greaser Creek.
The miners can bring up the rear. Ha, ha, ha!"
They had been caught dead to rights, and there was no
chance to escape now, so when the command was given
the brigands marched! in single file out of the passage.
Senor Santo brought up the rear, followed by Jim Dart,
whjle Wild hastened to get the horses.
asoisted Arietta t'o the back of Spitfoe, and then told
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her to lead the other .two along, as they would walk down
the mountainside with the prisoners.
What was the surprise of the miners when half•an hour
later they saw Young Wild West leading a gang of prisoners into the camn.
Not until they g~t' there did Arietta think of Hop.
Then she quickly told Wild that he. had been shot.
But while they were t alking about it the Chinaman sµddenly appeared, smiling blandly.
"Me allee samee gittee shootee, Misler Wild," he saicl,
pointing to the side of his head, where there was a reel
ma:r:_k, "but um bullet only makee me feelee lillee foolish,
so be. Me gittee allee light pletty quickee, and len comee
back hei:e to gittee help."
It was not long before the prisoners . were secured in a
shanty, and guarded by half a dozen determined men.
Then the man who had been elected as judge of the camp
summoned a jury and a short trial was held.
Of course, there could only be one verdict in a case of
the kind. There -\vas n'o such thing as law and order on
the border, just then, and it was decided that the whole
cro.wd should be hanged. ·
But it seemed that this was not to be put in effect, for
as the miners were getting ready to proceed, in spite of
the protests of .Wild, wh o wanted them to turn them over
to the authorities at the nearest town, a troop of Mexican
calvary rode into the mining camp.
"It happened t hat t hey had been long searching for the
brigands, and when they learned that the entire band had
been captured they were overjoyed.
As there was a dispute about what country they were in
at the time, the miners were fo rced ' to submit, so the prisoners were turned over to the cavalrymen, who bore them
away in triumph a littl e latter.
"Well, I reckon that piece of business was qu!ckly set-.
tled up, when we got st arted at it; boys," Young \Vild
West remarked t o his partners, after they had managed to
get away from th e admiring cro\vd and were sitting at
the camp. "I don't know as there is much here to keep
us, so we'll strike out to-morrow morning for some other
parts."
"Jest as you say, Wild," the scout answered.
, Arietta declared that her ankle would be well enough
to set out the next day, so after putting in a day there, during which congratulations were constantly poured upon
them by the pleased miners of Greaser Creek, they settled'
down for a good night's rest, and the next morning.they
all set out from, the spot, taking tlie trail that ,led to the
northeast.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST CALLING THE CAVALRY; OR, ARIETT'A'S
THRILLING RIDE.'>
SPECIAL NOTICE :-All back numbers of this weekly except the following are in print: 1 to 40, 42, 44, 45,
47, 50 to 52, 63, 69, 78, 88, 90, 102, 105. If vou cannot obtain the ones you want from your newsde~le~, send the
price in money or postage stamps by mail to FRANK
TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION SQUARE, NEW
YORK CITY, and you will receive the copies you ordn, by
return mail. .
,
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SOME . GOOD ARTICLES.

body o.f fresh water remote from the ocean cont'ains organisms
apparently marine. Both lakes, again, contain a very large
number of s11ecies not found elsewhere. Lake Baikal contains
numerous salmon and seals, as well as three species of herring.
It also contains a few mollusca of apparently marine forms.
One of the most remarkable features of the lake, perhaps, is
that although it is frozen over for about five months in the
year the animal life is extremely abundant and' varied. This
may be partly accounted for, perhaps, by the existence of hot
llprings. One of the latest attempts to answer the riddle of
Lake Baikal is that of the Russian investi'gator, M. Berg.
Of the thirty-three species of fish found in the lake he finds
that fourteen are peculiar to it, while nineteen have a wide
distribution in Siberia. and Europe. Many of these peculiar
species are without near relations anywhere. Of the mollusca
90 per cent. are peculiar. M. Berg does not think the facts
demand the hypothesis that the lake was once marine. He
believes that it has always been fresh and that ~he fauna peculiar to it has had a twofold origin. A part has originated in
the lake itself during the long ages of its existence, and the
first is a portion of the prehistoric fresh water fauna of Siberia
which it has preserved.

A story is told of a well-known actor-manager when on tour
last year. On the firiit night of his stay in a certain border
town there were cries for a speech, and at last the genial actor
stepped before the curtain. He thanked the audience for its
gratifying demonstration, and let fall in conclusion some pleasing remarks about the beauties of the town,. but the speech
The Preacher-'And does your husband vote as he prays?
was re<;eived in frozen silence. When he got behind the curtain he remarked to the local manager that the good people The Wi'fe-01!, yes; about once a year!
of - - seemed singularly unresponsive. "Yes," replied the
Mother-in-law-I have been with you two weeks now, my
manager, "you see, your speech was all right except in one
particular. You ~ept mentioning the name of the town where children! Son-in-law (without hesitation)..,...-Two weeks, nine
hours, and twenty minutes!
you were playing last week."

GRINS AND CHUCKLES.

Unusual visibility of lights has been reported to the Hydrographic Office by Capt. Thomas E. Clinch of the Heald Bank
• Lightship, Gulf of Mexico: He states that on the night of
January 16 the fog cleared after bei'ng almost continuous for
.a week. At 8 A :M. on January 17 an object was sighted
w\J.ich appeared to be a channel buoy or small boat. He lowered tl:\e motor boat and :Qroceeded toward it. After going in
its direction for ten miles he · made it out to be a schooner,
hull down, probably six miles further away. At 7 P.M. the
lights of the city of Galveston were plainly visible. Between
7 and 9 P.M. Bolivar light, thirty-three miles distant, was
easily seen regularly flashing every ten seconds. The observations were taken from a height above sea level of ten feet.

Uncle James co~ldn't read. He went into a restaurant one
day, and when the waiter handed him a bill of fare he said:
"Thankee, son, but Ah never reads ~efo' meals."
A woman went . into a New York hotel the other day and
said: "I would Jike to have a room and bath." The clerk
said: "We will be glad to let you have the room, · madam,
but you will have to give yourself the bath."

Lew Dockstader once advised me never to do a long act.
"You must never tire your audience," he said, "but leave them
while they still want you." That's the way I once left· an
audience in St. Louis. I saw they wanted me and I left them.
~ .
At one time it looked a bit as though they were going to get
The winter is witnessing the passing of natural gas in some
Ohio towns. For the first time in many years residents are me.
compelled to use coal and wood for fuel. The Madison Gas &
The other morning, after a night with the boys, I felt a bit
Oil C'b. that has furnished the fuel at Gibsonburg issued a
statement notifying its patrons that the gas supply had gradu- indisposed and went to the drug store to get a little someally dwindled until it was no longer possible to supply the thing that would brace me up and settle my nerves. Behind
public. Every effort has been made by officials of' the Madison the soda counter was a fly clerk who asked me what I'd have.
company to connect its mains with those of some of the many Being in a kind of stupor and undecided what to take, I said:
companies operating in the central Ohio fields, but without "I don't know. What would you take if you were me?" He
result. Once the .gas center of Ohio, the final failure of the looked at me a minute and said, "Poison."
gas is a sad blow to Gibssmburg. That it was a luxury was
Uncle Toby was expected to die any minute. His faithful
never realized until the present. During years past the gas
was so plentiful that it was wasted with recklessness, as if the wife was sobbing at his bedside. "Oh, Toby! Yoh is goin' to
supply would never be exhausted. Residents of nearby villages leave me!" "Lemme go in peace, den;" said the old darkie
are still enjoying the privileges of gas, although the pressure With a groan. "Your hands an' feet is cold already!" sobbed
Aunt Sallie. "But, Tobey, oh, what is to become of me when
is weak at times.
you is gone?" "I isn't worryin' over dat!" gr'u nted Uncle
The riddle of Lake Raikal, in central Asia, is similar to that Toby. "What's botherin' me is what's goin' ter become ob
of Lake Tanganyika, in central Africa. In both cases a large me when I is gone!"
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SIMPLICITY
-STRENGTH
We are just as proud of the
REMINGTON .22 Repeaters
as we are of the REMINGTON Big Game high-power
rifles-for just as good reasons. There is no other
make of the .22 claaa built
I
to as high a atandard.
The features that place the REM- I
INGTON .22 in a class by itself are 1
the real big REMINGTON features
- Hammerless and Solid Breech.
You clean the barrel from the breech.
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PAY A C~NT It 1ouaro11ohall11led
after q1inr the bicycle 10 da11.
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bic1cle1 and ba.e learned oar unheard of
pr1cea and marw:loua new ojfera.
1
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lhlnc will be ..nt you free postpaid bf
return man. You-will get much valuable in·
formati on. Do not watt, write H now

BOY AND GIRL AGENTS-Bell 24packages
of Funny Post-Cards for us at lOc each and receive a handsome watch or a beautiful -'!gate
brooch and locket, mad~ by the Indians. Write
to.day. NAVAJO INDIAN LEAGUE, D ept. 6,
Crystal, New Mexico.
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K.&XE OTHEB• LOVKAND OBEY YOU.
I20-pagel>ook,25c, "Wonders of Bypn<l};ism," free·
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Lea.med by any Han or Boy at home. Small coat. Send tHay

2 ceo.tstiuapfor partfotll&ra and prooL

New York CU,

- - - - - - Electrical Novelties-Motors, Dyna.mos, "Wireless," Coils. Transformers, Flashllihts,
Lamps, etc. Anything electrical for the experimenter. &reateot Line of'Mlnlatore Electric Ball·
waya and parts. Catalog with valuable coupon sent
for 60. In stamps or coin. (No postals answered.)
IOLTAMP ELECTRIC MFG. CO., FAllO BLO., BALTIMORE, MD,

A new and pleaaing rwveltv.
When wound up it represents
a beautiful flower nearly In
bloom, the petals being almost
ready to burst. When thrown
npon the floor or table it spine
rapidly, the petals of the flower slowly closing until the top
ceases to spin, when the petals
will be found closed and the
flower has been transformed
• into a handsome top. Fnll
directions for winding and
spinning sent with each top.
Price 12 cents, 3 for 30
cents by mllil, postpaid ; one
dozen by express, $1.00.

BOYS! Getourblg112Pa-CatElectn•c•ity aioir.
All the la.test V 0 LT AMP
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METEOR FOUNTAIN
FEN.
'A -,perfect fountain pen for 35
cents. Why pay $1 or $2 . for a
fountain pen when we will sell you
one -that wrn do just as good service
for one-fourth the amount. This pen
is made in Germany. '.!'he handle
Is made of vulcmlzed rubber, ruid
' the pen is se!lf fillln~. You ha.ve
: simply to dip the point of pen in
, your inkstand and turn the screw a
' ·few times to the right, wh!c~ fills
the r eservoir wlthou t ~my soiling o~
hands. When ready to write you
turn the screw sllgh tly to the left,
which -permits the ink to flow freely
to the pen. Each pen Jn a handsome
gold lettered box, witb directions tor
use In six dit'l<irent languages, in·
eluding Elngl!Sh.
Prlce, 35 cents, or 2 toi: 60 cents,

1

WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W . 26th St., N. Y.
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by mail, ·p ostpaid.

WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

Dtrl'LEX BICYCLE
POCKET SAVINGS BANK.

WHISTLE.

A perfect little bank, handsomely nickel
plated. Holds just five dollars (50 dimes).
lt cannot be opened until the bank ls full,
wben it can be readily emptied and relocked,
Every pitrent
ready to be again refilled.
should see that their children have a small
savings bank, as the early habit of savlngi
their dim es ls of the greatest importance.
Ha,bits formed In early life are seldom forgotten in later years.
Price of this llttle bank, 10 cents.; 3, for 2~
~en ts, malled postpaid.
W ,L~'l<' NOVKL'l'Y CO., 29 W. 26lh St., N . Y.

is a aoubltt
producing loud
but very rich, barmo.
nlous sounds, entirely
d ifferent from ordinary
whistles. It Is just the
thing for bicyclists or
sportsmen, Its peculiar
double and resonant
tones at once attract·
Ing attention. It Is an
lmuorted whistle, hand·
soraeiy nickle plated,
and will be found a
very useful and handy
pocket companion.
Price, 10 cents ; 3
for 25 cents, one dozen
cents. Sent b1
11~
ma.iA postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
This

~blstle
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dress A. M. BARRON, Box A. 4., Eureka Spr111gs,
Arkansas.

TIRES, Coast.er· Brake rear
wheels, lampt, 1undrlea al llaV ......U ,lll'foea,•
Mead 0Jtc/e oo. Dept. MD OhlOllllO

0. A. SMITH, Room00-·823 Bigelow St,, Peorla, Ill.

FLORAL SPINNING TOP.

for only lOc. Send lOc t<Hlay and get all eigbtgames.
R. & H. Specialty Co., 73 W. Eagle St., Butralo, N. Y.

0
Hlgh-Crade, Fine, Art·En:ibossed
::rt~~fal'g~ m~.lr~ti:;c:~~~;tu!d'8:: 25
Post-Cards Free. For full particulars. ad-

Shoots without adjustment, ,22 ahort,
.22 long or .22 long ri8c cartridacs.
The Remimgton Al'Dll·Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
299 Broadway

GAMES FOR . IOc

Chess, Checkers, Fox and Geese, Nine Men Morris,
Authors, Introduction Game, Spa.nish Prison, Dmr.i·
noes-a whole yea.r's amusement, and tbe whole thing

Dime and
GIRLS AND Boys ,• Stamps
for

and particulars.

three Red
two Samples
See for yourself how, with ·

out considerable trouble, by our original plan,

you will sell high-grade POST-CARDS and Im·
ported HAND EMBROIDERED INITIALS in
every house you show them. Free Premiums
given - Phonographs, Aeroplanes, Watches,
Sterling Air-Rifles, Printing Presses, Post-card
Albums, etc.

After all become our

Genera~

Agent, making Big cash. State letters wanted .
l.llA. SCHULZ CO., 239 E. 55th St., N. Y. City.

'l'BE SURPRISE BOUQUET~
The beet practical
joke of the season.
This beautiful button•
hole bouquet is made
of artificial flowers
and leaves which so
closely resemble natm-al flowers that not
one person in a thousand would detect the
difference. After
placing the bouquet
in your button-hole yon call the attention or a
friend to its beauty and fragrance. He will very ,
naturally step forward and smell of it, when, to hia
utter aatonishment, a fine stream of water will be
thrown intO his face. Where the water comes
from is a mystery, as you can have your hands at
your side or behind you, and not touch the bouquet
in any manner. You can give one dozen or more
persons a shower bath without removing the bouquet from your button-hole, and after the water is
exhausted It can be immeaiately retllled without
removing it from your coat. Cologne can be used
in place of water when desired. We have many
fnnny things in our stock, but nothlng that excela
t 1
thla.
Price complete In a beautiful box, with ol
r>rinted' lnstructlona, ii& cents, or three tor 4>0
cents; by mall post paid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

MANY TOOL KEY RING.
The wonder of the age. The
greatest small tool in the
world. In thls litt le inst.rument you have In comblnat1ou
·seven useful tools embracing
Key Ring, Pencil Sharpener,
'N all CutterandCleaner, Watch
Opener Cigar Clipper, Letter
Opener' and Screw Driver. It
is not a toy, but a useful article, made of cutlery steel,
tempered and 'highly nickeled.
Therefore wJ!l carry an edge
the same as any piece of cutlery. As a useful t ool. nothln~
'has ever been ofeere!J to the
public to equal It.
Price, 15 cents, mall~, postpai«._~
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W . 26ih St., N . Y.
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THE BAD BOY IN LOVE
By Paul Bradclon.
""Well, how's your eye?" said th e grocery man to the bad
0oy. '·Had any more figh ts protecting girls from dudes? ''
· " No, everything is quiet so far. But I have had the hardest
week I ever e:Xperienced jerking soda for the Young Men's
Christian .Association," saii'I. th e boy, as he peeled a banana.
"You know t here has been a National Convention of d ~legates
from all the Young Men's Christian .Associations of the country-about three hundred-h ere, an d our store is right on the
street where they passed four times a day, and I never saw
such appetites for soda. But t he Christian Association Convention has caused a coldness between pa and ma."
" Ho;w's that? Your par isn't jealous, is he?" and the grocery
man came around from behind t he counter to get the latest
gossip to retail ·to the hi red girls who traded with him .
" J ealous nothin', " said the boy, as he took a few raisins out
of a box. , "You see, the delegates were shuffied out to all the
church member s to take care of, and they dealt two to ma,
and she ~ever t old pa anything about it. They came to supper
the fi rst night, and pa didn't get home, so when they went to
the conven tion in the evening ma gave them a night-key, and
pa came home fr om t he boxing-match about eleven o'clock,
and ma was asleep. Just as pa got most of his clothes off he
heard somebody fumbling at the front door, and he thought it
was burglars.
" Pa has got n erve enough when he is on the inside of tl;!.e
house and the burglars are on the outside. He opened a win(low and looked out and saw two suspic ious looking characters
t rying to pick the lock with a skeleton key, and he picked up
a n ew slop-jar that ma had bought when we move.a, cover and
all, and dropped it down right between the two delegates.
Gosh, if it had hi t one of them there would have been the
solemnest funera l you ever saw. Just as it struck they got
the door open and came in the ball, and the wind was
blowing pret ty h ard and they thought a cyclone h~d taken
t he CUROla off the house.
"They wer e talking about being miraculously saved, aud trying to strike a match on their wet pants, when pa went to the
head of the stai ~s and pushed over a wire st;md filled with
potted plants, which struck pretty near the delegates, and on e
of th em said the house was coming clown sure, and they better
go into the cellar, and they went down and got behind the
furnace. Pa called me up and wanted me to go down the
cellar and tell the burglars we were onto them, and for them
to get out, but I wasn't very well, so pa locked his door and
went to bed.
" I guess it "must have been h alf an hour before pa's cold
feet woke ma up, and then pa tole\ her not to move for her
life, 'rause there were two of t he savagest-looking burglars
t hat ever was rummaging over t he house. Ma smelled pa's
breath to see if he had got t o drinking again, and then she got
up and hid her oreide watch in her shoes, and her Onalaska
. diamond earrings in the Bible, where she said no burglar
would ever find them ; and pa said h e wasn't afraid, and he and
ma went down the cellar.
" P a st ood on t he bottom stair and looked around, and one of
the delegates said, 'Mister, is the storm over, and is your
1
family safe?' and ma recognized t he voice and said, 'Why, fi:•s
one of the delegat-es. What you doing down there?' and pa
said, 'What's a delegate?' and then ma explained it, and pa
apologized, and the d el eg~ te said it was no matter, as they had
enjoyed themselves real well in t he cellar. Ma was mortified
most to death, but the delegates t old her it was all right . She

was mad at pa first, but when sh e saw the broken slop-bowl on
t he front steps, and the potted plants in the hall, sh e wanted
to kill pa, and I guess she would on ly for the society of the
delegates. She couldn't help telling pa he was a bald-headed
old fool, but pa didn't retaliate. He is too ;nuch of a gentleman to talk back in company. All he said was that a woman
who is old enough to have delegate,s sawed off on to her ought
to have sense enough to tell her husband, and then_ they all
drifted off into conversation about the convention and the boxing match, and everything was all right on the surface; but
after breakfast, when t he delegates went to th e convention,
I noticed pa went right downtown and bought a slop-jar and
some more plants. Pa and ma didn't speak all the forenoon,
and I guess they wouldn't up to this time only ma's bonnet
come home from the' milliner's and she had to have some
money to pay for it. Then she called pa 'pet,' and that settled
it.
"But, say, those Ch ristian young men do a heap of good,
don't they? Their preE?en ce seems to make people better.
Some boys down by the store were going to tie a can on a
'
somebody Sjlid 'Here comes the Chrisdog's tail yesterday, and
tian Association, and those bad boys let the dog go. They
tried to find •the dog after the crowd had got by, but the dog
knew his business. Well, I must go down and charge the soda
fountain for a picnic that is expected from the country. "
" Hold on a minute," said the grocery man, as he wound a
piece of brown paper around a <!ob and stuck it in a syrup-jug
he had just filled for a customer, and then licked his fingers.
hat has caused you to change
"I want to ask you a question.
so from being bad? You were about as .b ad as they make '-em,
up to a few weeks ago, and now you seem to have a soul, and
get in your wor-k doing good about as well as any boy in town.
What is it that ails you?"
"Oh, sugar, I don't want to tell," said the boy,.·as he blushed,
and wigiled around on one foot, and looked silly. "But if you
won't laugh I will tell you. It is my girl that has made me
good. ·It may be only temporary. If she goes back on me I
may be tuff again, but if she continues to hold out faithfu l I
shall be a daisy all the time. Say, did you ever love a girl ?
It would do you ood. If you loved anybody, regu lar · oldfashioned, the way do, people could send little children here
to trade, and you wouldn't palm off any wilted vegetables on
to them, or gi,ve them short weight. If you was in love, an d
felt' that t he one you loved saw every act of yours, aucl you
r.ould see her eyes every minute, you would throw away anything t hat was spoiled and not try to sell it, for fear that you
would offend her.
" I slipped upon a banallfL peel yesterday, and hurt myself,
and I was just going to say sornethiug offul, and I could see
my girf's bangs r aise right up, and, there was a pained look In
her face and a tear in her eye, an by gosh, I just smiled and
looked tickled till her hair went down and the smile came
back again to h er lips, though it hurt me like fury where I
struck the sidewalk. I was tellin g pa about it; an d asked him
if he ever felt as though his soul was going right out towards
somebody, and he said he did once on a steamboat excursion,
but he eat a lemon and got over it. Pa th inks it is my liver,
and wants me to take pills, but I tell you, boss, it has str uclc
in me too deep for pills, unless it is one that weighs about one
hun dred and forty pounds and ;wears a hat witli. a feat her on.
Say, i! my girl should walk right into a burning lake of redhot lava and beckon me to follow, I woul d take a hop, skip
and jump, and--"
"Oh, give us a rest," said t h e grocery mar as h e t ook a
basin of water-and sprinkled the floor, preparatory t o sweeping
out. "You have got the worst case I eve;, saw, and you belt er
go out and walk around a block, " an d t he boy went out 'and
forgot to h ang out any sign.
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( A SERIAL STORY )"

THE EMPTY SADDLE
OR,

TH-E WILD HOR.SE OF RED RIVER.
BY KIT CLYDE.

PROLOGUE.
dajkness escape them, urge their tired horses to renew:oo speP.d.
"On, on, my gallant fellow; my life depends on your speed. But, alas ! The fugitive's hope is gone. As the sun sinks
beneath the horizon, there suddenly starts up from one of the
But hold out a few hours longer and we will be safe."
4
deep and unexpected ravines which on the plains are called
It is a thrilling scene.
The sun hangs low in the western sky and a vast and gullies, a man mounted on a swift-footed horse. He has a
dreary waste of plain and prairie stretches out in one endless lasso in his hand, and dashing wildly at the fugitive flings
the noose over his head, and in a moment jerks him from
,....-... expanse, almost as far as t_he eye can reach.
In the dim distance, where the blue sky seems to dip down the gallant horse which was· straining every nerve to save his
and touch the earth, there is what appears to be a grove of master.
Twilight on the plains is of very short duratian. No sooner
trees, but the experie~ced plainsman would know at onc':)
that it might only be a deception. A mere cloud, or more has the sun set than it is dark, and by the time the man who
probably a mirage, caused by the reflection of the sun on the had been roped and jerked from his steed ceased to struggle
on the ground it was quite dark.
'
sand. ·
" Hold! " thundered the new-comer, who had lassoed the fugiIt has been a long, hot day in Texas. Old plainsmen have
said it was one of the most trying days they had passed for tive as the pursuers came up. "Hold, fools, would you ride
over him? "
years.
" Oho! have you got him? " cri-.1 one who had led the purThe scene spread before the reader is not of barren wastes,
short buffalo grass, hot sav.ds, and quivering heat alone. . It suers.
"Yes; but he is nothing. Don't let the horse go."
is an animated scene. A wild-a terrible scene.
"No, no, )Vhere is he"! "
A man covered with dust and sand, mounted on a horse the
"I do not know. · After him."
color of which owing to dust, dirt and perspiration, it is
Then the band of pursuers scattered in every direction in the
impossible to determine, is flying for his life before a dozf'Il
painted demons, who are pressing close after him. The vain pursuit of the horse.
The scene changes. Two hours later we find ourselves on
~lldest shouts rend the air, and the brandishing of weapons
the banks of a stream, by the side of which th£> band of purindicate that the chase and flight are for life.
With wild, distorted eyes the horseman presses his spurs suers and he with the broad brimmed hat and lasso are gathered. A fir e is burning, and by the light of it we can see the
into the flanks of his gallant steed.
" Oh, I must not die-I must live-the whole tbing shall be pale-faced, wild-eyed prisoner-he who had made such a
known to the world," he gain:>ed, as he lashed his horse and gallant flight for his life.
He sits in the midst of his captors and stares ~t them with
pressed on . "Fly, fly, fly, my gallant steed, and save your
eyes which, in thei'r wild agony, show but too plainly that
unfortunate master."
·
The horse, urged thus by the master's voice and the stinging reason totters.
The man with the white hat, who beyond a doubt is leader,
spur, seemed to rouse his flagging energies and thundered
on over the plain at a renewed speed. The dust and sand rose breaks a long silence by saying:
in a cloud, enveloping the horseman, and for a moment screen"You must tell us the secret. "
" l can't, " says the prisoner,
ing him from view of his pursuers.
But that pillar of dust told them where their victim was,
"You must."
and with wild yells they thundered on after him. One moment
" I can not. "
hope seemed to fill the breast of the fugitive with joy, to be
"You will. "
succeeded at the next 1* despai'r. ,
The pale-faced, wild-eyed prisoner inade no answer, but
"Oh, to die now-now, just at the dawn of triumph! " shook his head sadly and fixed his great eyes on the blazing
groaned the man who fled for his life.
Though his pursuers were painted and bedecked as Indians, fire.
The captors sat glaring at him as so many ravenous wolves,
the experienced plainsman would know at a glance that they
were white men in disguise. They carried rifles, and though or conversed in w~ispers as to the means of making him
they were a dozen times in range of the fu gitive and c0uld reveal the secret or mystery which was safely locked in his
have shot him down with ease, they did not do so. Strange breast, but he was silent as the grave.
r The tall, dark-whiskered man, at last exasperated by the
ysterlous was the flight and pursuit.
ugitive realized that his life was only spared that he continued silence of the prisoner rose, and going over to him
be subjected to the most horrible tortures. But J eath cried:
"We intend to kill you, do you hear that; we are going to
torture seemed to concern him less than some great
ich he was guarding with his life. His fate was kill you. "
The prisoner slowly raised his head and glared at him in
en the vultures which soared above him seemed to
silence.
a dainty feast.
"Do you want to die?"
Inks lower and lower until it is on a level with
There was no answer to this. The chief looked about a t
nd the pursuers, fearing that he might in the
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his horribly painted and plumed band and received an assuring
nod.
"The sooner we get it over with the better, " growled one.
" But he shall tell. "
}
"You may lead a pony to water, but all the powers on earth
can't make him drink, " replied the other speaker.
" I will find means to wring it from him. "
Then stooping over the bound and helpless man, he seized
him by the shoulders and shook him until his teeth seemed
to rattle .in his head, and cried:
" I w ill break your stubborn silence or I will be your death. "
Only a sullen stare was the answer.
" Oh, you can glare at me in defiance that way, but I will
find t he means to unlock your tongue before I have finis~d
):ou. Listen: You shall die a most horrible death. A lingering death that always hovers near but never comes. Before
your dissolution, you shall with your own eyes see the vult ures and cayotes come to feast on your body. Oh, I have
not set O\lt in vain for the secret. I will have it or you will
display a fortitude such as no man ever showed before in all
the wo rld's history. Speak now, will you? One word, only one
spares you. Silence condemns you. "
Only the wild, vacant stare was the prisoner's reply.
" It is settled, You are doomed ?" cried the chief.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A'gain the scene changed.
A wild desolate -region. A dreary waste of plain and desert
stretching away to the east until the eye grows weary gazing
upon it, and to the west a long wending chain of mountains
looking more dreary and desolate in the approachi'ng night.
Like a horn of silver the moon hangs i:o. the ethereal vault
of heaven, while the lambent glow of an evening star shoots
athwart the path of departing day.
High in the air, at one moment, soari'ng above the world
below, and next swooping down as if to kiss the earth is a
great black-winged vulture. Again and again does it swoop
down upon the earth as if to seize upon some object of prey,
when a wild shriek frightens it, and sends it once more
soaring aloft in the sky.
The dainty meal, which the vulture has all day watched with
a hungry eye, is a man ti'ed down to strong stakes, driven in
the earth so that he cannot move. Twice has the sun rese,
pursued its course and set, since the strange, wild-eyed
prisoner has been tied down fiat upon his back upon the plain.
A wonderful change has come upon him. His face is parched,
his tongue so swollen as to protrude from his mouth, and his
bloodshot eyes have almost grown glassy. A strange light
plays over his countenance, and he writhes and tears at his
bonds, heedless of bleeding wrists and ankles, while he shrieks :
"Revenge-revenge--revenge ! "
Agony and terror have at last unseated his reason, and the
bound and helpless prisoner is a raving maniac, with a soaring
vulture above him, and half a score of coyotes watching and
waiting for the moment of ·his dissolution to commence their
feast. And the night grows darker.
CHAPTER I.
THE WILD HORSE HUNTER S.

"Talking o' odd things, boys, minds me o' what I saw last
week on t he Cimaron. "
The speaker was a tall, bronzed-ch eeked man of torty-five,
wh ose buckskin suit, broad brim hat and huge spurs indicated
hi m to be either a herder, cowboy or wild horse hunter. The
la tt ~ r was his calling, and all over the plains this individual
was known as Old Buck.
B:e and three other men were sitting about a camp fire on

the north fork of the Canadian, and as Old Buck made the
remark, he stooped over, deliberately picked up a living coal
of fir e with his fingeri; and placed it on his refilled pipe.
"What was it, Buck?"
The man asking the question, like all the others, was a wild
horse hunter, perhaps ten years younger than Old Buck,
with short, sandy beard, and eyes incUned to squint, which, on
the plains,' gave him the soubriquet Squint-Eyed Bob.
The other two men were Bill Snow and Sam Patchen, great,
bronze-faced plainsmen, inured to hardships and dangers of
every kind.
"WafCnow, pilgri'm, ye mought think I warn't tuk in wi'
that air leetle diskivery o' mine upon the Cimaron," said Old
Buck, puffing away at his pipe until he got it started.
"Tell us about it, Buck," safd Bob.
"Wall, it's considerable o' a ~arn. Ye see, last week I was
just a-comin' into Fort Snell, and knowed nothin' o' this wild
goose chase we're on, and was makin' good, easy time, for
I didn't want ter push my horse too hard. O' nights I always
slept under a tree or on the prai'rie, my annermil picketed
·near by. I hadn't hit the prairie yit, and war expectin' I'd
have ter pass the night in the woods.
"The sun was low, and gettin' lower. fast. Soon I knowed
I'd be in the dark, and I was figgerin' on how I was agoin' ter
pass the night, when blame if I didn't see-- . Wall, . guess
what I did see, boys."
"lnjuns," said Bob.
"A grizzly bear," put in Bill.
"Neither. "
"What war it, Buck?"
"A smoke."
"A smoke o' gammon, what of that? " said Squint-Eyecl Bob.
"A good deal, Bob, when ye com'e ter think that nobody lives
i'n five hundred miles o' that air spot. "
"Wall, it was a boomers' camp,"
"Not by a jug full.
"What did it come from?"
"A house."
"A house, Buck? Why no one lives thar."
" Yer wrong, Bob. "
"Thar don't; I tell yer I've been ' all over that country,
traveled it from end to end a •dozen or more times, an' ef
anybody had ever lived on the head waters of the Olmaron I
guess I'd a-seen somethi'n' o' 'em."
Old Buck puffed away at his pipe for a few moments in
silence, and then said:
1
"Wall, Bob, I once thought I knew suthin' o' them woods
myself. I've been over and through 'em until I was quite ,...--sartin that thar warn't a particle o' 'em that I couldn't travel
blindfold, but w~ don't neither o' us know nuthin' o' 'em at
all. Neither me nor you.
"As I was tellln', I was just beginnin' ter look out a place
fur the night, when all to onct, I see the smoke and like you
supposed it Injuns, or boomers. Now knowin' it mought be
soine o' the Apaches or Cheyennes on the warpath, I was aleetle bit skittish, and so I creeped up clusser and clusser, a
leadin' old Yaller-tail, my hoss, arter me, until I came in sight
o' a house, and thar a settin' in a cheer in front o' the house,
1
was a quare kind uv a feller."
"A white man?"
"Yes."
"Who wuz he?"
"I dun know. Fust
thought
an' some o' Big Perry's band o' road agents, who so
go up toward No Man's Land ter hide; but· he didn't
either. So I ventured · down ter whar he sat in the
he didn't raise his head until I spoke to him.
(Continued in next week's issue.)
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THE DISAPPEARING CIBARe

.A full blooded pair of fighting game cocks for te11
cents. These lil1putian fighters have _real feathers
7ellow legs and fiery red combs, theu movement.I

when fiehtln; are perfectly natural and life-like.
and the secret of their movements le known only to
the operator who can caneethem to battle with each
other ae often and as long ae desired. Independent:
of their fighting proclivities the7 make very preU,
mantel or&amente
Price for the pair In a strong box, 10 cents, S
"!>airs for is cents, by mall poetpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

&

.it new and startling tr!o(f. Yon ask 11 fric&d If
he will have a cigari if he says yeei_(whicll is nsunlly
the case), yon ta,ke rrom yoqr poci<et or cigar case,
an ordinary cigar, and hand It to him. Ae ho
reaches out for It, tile cigar jnstqntly disappears
right before qis eyes, mnch to Ills astonishmer.t.
You can apologize, saying, you are very sorry, but
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ia, and where it has gone, no one can tell. A '701!"
_,
O'.erful illusion.
Price 10 cents. I for 115 cepts1 by mall po3t•
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Wonderful and Start.
iing Novelt11 !
.4
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show the knife add Instantly draw it ,
ss your finger or nose, apparently cutting
p Into the flesh. The red blood appears
blade of knife, giving a startling effect to
spectators, when, presto, change! the
If~ Js removed, 11nd your finger or nose ds
nd In good condition. A:. cheap, but quite
ectlve Illusion.
Price, 10 cents : S ·fol'\ 25 cents, lby mall,
prepaid.
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:;rust

out. and one
01' the most fasclna·tinl!I puzzles on the
market. 'l:'he stunt
1s rto separate the
' 11 antlel"SI and rejoin
tbem. It looks eas.r,
but try It and you
wiLl admit that Jt is
without exce11tlon the
best puzzle you ha-ya
~ver seen. You Ollll t
lone M.ade ot silvered m&ta.1.
. 2 cents ; 3 fior 30 cenu, sent b;r,

:EN.TED·
a!d.

~6th

"Pharoah's Serpents"
are produced from a nnall
egg, no larger than a pea.
l'lace one ot them on "
plate, touch fire to it with
a: common J!latch, and tn·
stanttv a liJrgs serpent, a
yard or more In fength,
slowly uncoil!! Itself fr-0m
the burning egg. Eacl
· ·serpentruiaumesadi11'1ltenl
iioeition.· One will appear
to be gllding over thq
ground, with head erect,
as though 19pyin~ danger;
another will ccil itself up,
as If preparing for the ta-

its victim,
nponwill
spring
·····~ tal
stretch.
another
while
out lazily, apparently en•
!toying Its usual noonday nap.
• ImDledlately after the egg stops burning, the ser·
pent IKudene, and may afterward be kept 1111 w;i
•
~nuuinrr curiority.
They JUe pui up in wooden boi:ee, twelve eg(!B ,;;.
a boi:. Price 8 cents, 3 boi:ee for 20 cents: l
tlazen i>oxes 60 oenta, sent b.J' mail, poetpa!<t,
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1

·enttlq otr your finger Ol' nose. !You

PVEJ.Tl'. C:O., 211 W.

.

St., N. Y.

MAGIC ROSE AND CARD.
An excellent trick. You
show an ordinary playing
card,t holding it at arm's
length, with your sleeves
't urned back to show that
you have nothing hidden In
your sleeves ; allow the audience to watch the card for a
moment, when you quietly
·p ass It In to the other hand,
without moving your position, and with this the card
disappears entirely, and In
your hand ls a beautiful
full-blown. rose. After a moment's pause you return the
rose to the other hand and
once more the cara Is seen. You can perform
the trick, If desired, without removing the
qard from tl\e hand, simply by dropping a
handkerchief over your hand for an Instant.
This excellent trick can be performed any
number of times without fear of detection.
Full printed instructions with each trick.
Price, 20 cents; 3 for 50 cents, sent OJI
·m all, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

f~GGY

IN A COFFII'°J.
Thie is a wkkcd
pig thnt dicc1 ~•; au
early llf'C, a::d h;rc
he is m h i f\ cc1. . !l
rendy for ht:nn!.
There "ill l c a

great many m··i::m.

e re a t hie !\ m(' r;;l ,

cd:" "· ; ' "' ·
it fot+ ..i, b
lvery tricky, and the man who getsftyoritasthis
open " · ~n f '·.·l

r eal qrief. The coffin Is made of meta!. i:cr.. ~n Y
' shaped and beautifully lacquered. The u.c_lc is :o
oven it iq ~ee the pig. The man that t rtcR it- g<.s
!\is .finger~ and fP-elings hurt, and piggy co:ncs e>nt
~ ll11'Ilt at his victims. Tile tubulnr end of t he
coffin which every one (In trying to open). p~r«c ~s
inwa;d contain• II needle which stabs the v1ctm1 '"
his thJnib or finger every time. This is the lv tc"t
RI\d a v~ry "i!I\prcesive" trick. It can be op 0 nd
easily by anyone in the secret, a~d as a neat c"•,chjoke to eave yourself from e. bore is unsurpa;- >f;_!i.
Price 10 cents 3 for 25 cents, pnstpa•'· ; J
dozen by express 75 cents.
WOLFF NOVEi.Tl'. CO., 20 W. 26th St., l'' .
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Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property l\'!
No. 80. GUS WILLIAl\IS' JOKE BO
Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes
funny stories of this world-renowned Ge
Sixty-four pages; handsome
comedian.
ored cover containing a half-tone pho
the auth or.
No. 81. HOW TO 1\fESllIERIZE.-Con tai
the most approved methods of. mesmer1
also how to c ure all kinds of disease
animal magnetism, or, magn etic healing.
Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C:S., author of "H
to Hypnotize," etc 04
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMTSTRY.-Containing the most approved methods of reading the lines on the hand. together with a full
explanation or their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, and the key ror telling c haracter by the bumps on the head. By Leo
Hugo Hoch, A.C.S. Fully illustrated.
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE .-Con~alnln
valuable and instructive in formation
Ing the science of hypnotism. Also
ing the most approved methods w
employed by the leading hypnotists
world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
No. 84. HOW TO BECOME AN
-Contain in g Information regarding
subjects, the u se of words and the
preparing and submitting manuscr
containJng valuable information
neatness, legibility and general co
manusc'rlpt.
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